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1. Motivation

In robotics, the problem of action learning is often viewed from a machine learning
perspective. Machine learning primarily focuses on the generalization of action data by
identifying invariant parts and adapting the result to new goals. These systems typically
perceive action information visually in form of trajectories or by recording their own joint
data. The existing methods in this domain provide partial solutions to action learning.
Typically, it is predefined how the action is structured, which information is relevant,
and how the information is transferred from the human to the robot in the interaction.
For example, when a human starts showing the robot an action, the system views this
demonstration as one unit which ends once the human gives a command or when a
specified goal has been reached. The structure of such action is therefore predefined.
Furthermore, relevant knowledge is often preprogrammed as e.g., a set of objects that can
be manipulated. In a scenario, usually one part of the interaction contains information
which the robot should learn, for example, the shape of a movement. Transferring
information to the robot by communicating multiple actions requires the human to follow
specific patterns like, for example, providing a name for each action before showing it to
the robot. Additionally, linguistic information is mostly integrated on a symbolic level in
terms of labels, which makes it difficult for these systems to handle unknown linguistic
events as they likely occur in a realistic scenario.
If robots should be able to assist humans in everyday situations in the future, we need to
overcome these limitations. Action and language learning requires more flexible methods,
since it is not possible to predetermine all possible tasks a robot would be involved
in. Future systems need to be able to acquire this knowledge through communication
with humans. No special training and means of communication should be necessary for
humans if the interface is sufficiently flexible. But how can this problem be approached?
Interaction between adults and children provides a source of insights: children are able
to acquire knowledge about new actions although they have limited experience with the
events they observe. More specifically, they seem to be able to identify which parts of an
action are relevant and adapt this newly-won knowledge to new situations. Typically
this does not happen in an isolated way but in an interaction with an adult. In these
interactions, multiple modalities are used concurrently and redundantly. Research on child
development has shown that the temporal relations of events in the acoustic and visual
modality have a significant impact on how this information is processed. Particularly,
temporally overlapping events seem to have a stronger effect on action and language
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learning than non-overlapping events (Gogate and Bahrick, 1998, 2001; Bahrick et al.,
2004). Thus, developing a model of action and language synchrony would be beneficial
for action and language learning in robotics. It would bring forward building robots
that are able to learn action through interaction: in substance, it allows for identifying
meaningful chunks in interaction. Furthermore, it helps to discover structural properties
through analysis of interaction. Therefore, the main question this thesis will cover is:
“how can we take advantage of speech and action synchrony?”. The answer, which will be
elaborated in this thesis, is a computational model of acoustic packaging.
The idea of acoustic packaging has been proposed by Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1996).
They suggest that acoustic information, typically in the form of narration, overlaps with
action sequences and provides infants with a bottom-up guide to attend to relevant parts
and to find structure within them. Modeling acoustic packaging requires transforming this
idea into an architecture which automatically processes acoustic and visual sensory signals
and chunks this stream into acoustic packages. Both the foundations from developmental
research and the methods which have been proposed in the computer science community
need to be considered when developing a computational model for acoustic packaging.
Thus, aspects of infant development, the perception of events, automatic action and
speech segmentation, as well as modeling temporal information need to be taken into
account.
An important part of the related work for the computational model of acoustic packaging developed in this thesis stems from psychological and linguistic research which is
therefore reviewed first. Two relevant main areas have been identified: The first area
concerning event and action segmentation is reviewed in Chapter 2. The second area,
which is reviewed in Chapter 3, comprises multimodal processing and the literature on
acoustic packaging. Subsequently, the computational model of acoustic packaging will
be introduced in Chapter 4. In this context, a more detailed description of the tutoring
scenario is given. Furthermore, insights from the domain of speech processing, vision
processing, and robotics are reviewed to substantiate findings from the previous chapters
for a practical model and implementation of acoustic packaging for the given scenario.
Chapter 5 focuses on evaluating the resulting model and performing analyses of action
demonstrations. Acoustic packaging is used to analyze the interaction between pairs
of adults, between an adult and a child as well as between an adult and a robot. In
Chapter 6, further development steps of the acoustic packaging system are described
which allow the system to extract more specific information from the actions perceived.
As a result, the system is able to provide feedback to human users based on the content
of the action, which was tested using the iCub robot (Metta et al., 2010). Subsequently,
additional analysis of the content of acoustic packages is provided. Based on a review
of the current representational capabilities of acoustic packages, Chapter 7 provides a
roadmap which describes the future development of acoustic packaging in the context of
action and language learning. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes this work.
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2. Event and Action Segmentation

How humans perceive ongoing behavior and how it is segmented into meaningful units
has been part of psychological research for many years. This area provides relevant
insights for the question how action is perceived. It is relevant for this work since
identifying meaningful chunks in interaction requires perceptual processes that handle
action segmentation. This requirement leads to the follow-up question which sensory
features need to be considered by these processes and how action can be represented.
Therefore, in this chapter findings regarding action representations, sensory features,
and perceptual mechanisms are reviewed to find sensible approaches. Typically most
publications in this field cover results and at least theoretical considerations on all
three topics. Thus, in this chapter several publications will be reviewed multiple times
considering each topic separately. This separation supports the conceptual design of the
acoustic packaging model that will be discussed in Section 4.3. Initially insights on how
humans perceive ongoing behavior were inferred from experimental results with adult
participants but in more recent work, action segmentation is studied also in infants. To
facilitate classification of these findings, a short overview over the most common methods
will be given first.

2.1. Experimental Methods to Investigate Action
Segmentation
The main difficulty in understanding how humans segment action is that corresponding
perceptual processes cannot be observed directly. Thus, researchers typically use methods
that allow for drawing conclusions on possible mechanisms of action perception. The
following methods can be identified: The first method requires the participant to actively
segment actions observed into chunks, for example, by pressing a button (e.g. Newtson,
1973; Zacks et al., 2001; Zacks and Swallow, 2007; Meyer et al., 2010) or by comparing
them with a set of predefined units (Schack and Mechsner, 2006). The resulting segments
can directly be analyzed, for example, by comparing their lengths and agreement to other
participants’ results.
In the second method, participants do not directly segment actions or corresponding
video data but watch a slide show displaying frames of an action sequence. Since here
participants decide on their own when to continue with the next slide, their dwell time
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on each slide can be measured (e.g. Hard, 2006; Meyer et al., 2011a). Similarly to the
first method, timing is compared between participants’ or the participants’ segmentation
judgments on a subsequent video segmentation task to draw conclusions on human action
perception.
The third method is used when infants participate in experiments. Since they are not able
to actively segment videos the preferential looking paradigm is used in these experiments.
A common layout of such experiments is that actions are presented on two screens or
stages next to each other. By measuring the infants looking time for both screens it can
be determined which action is more familiar or more novel to the infant (e.g. Baldwin
et al., 2001; Saylor et al., 2007; Hespos et al., 2009). This allows to infer if the infant
remembers, for example, a previously seen action sequence.
The forth method is recording participants’ brain activity using neuroimaging methods
such as fMRI while they are watching the stimuli (see Zacks and Swallow, 2007, for
examples). One possibility is to compare the participants’ brain activity with the results
of a segmentation task they performed subsequently. Thus, conclusions can be drawn on
features relevant for action segmentation based on the neuronal activity in certain brain
areas.
Regarding action segmentation the first method provides more direct measurements
compared to the other methods. Nevertheless, the first method might be undesired,
since participants need to actively segment action, which might affect the experimental
results. Furthermore, this method cannot be used with infant participants. To overcome
these problems, methods two and three are typically used. Method four is not applicable
to infants and additionally is resource intensive on the one hand, but allows for direct
observation of brain activity during action segmentation on the other hand. However,
the activity patterns still need to be interpreted. In general, the explanatory power of
studies on action segmentation reviewed in the following sections is limited concerning
the underlying features and mechanisms, due to the indirect experimental methods used.

2.2. Representation and Memory of Meaningful Event Units
In this section, evidence for two hypotheses related to the question of how humans
internally represent actions will be reviewed. The first hypothesis is that humans segment
actions into event units and that these units play an important role in memorizing actions.
The second hypothesis is that humans segment events into hierarchically organized parts
where smaller units share boundaries with larger units (Kurby and Zacks, 2008). Typically
research focuses primarily on the second hypothesis, which includes the first hypothesis
to a certain extent. However, it is likely that hierarchical segmentation requires more
conceptual knowledge than “flat” event segmentation where an organizational dimension
in addition to the temporal dimension does not exist or is developed. Therefore, evidence
for event segmentation and event organization will be reviewed separately.
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2.2.1. Humans Segment Action into Variably Sized Units
According to Newtson (1973) it was assumed in the past that humans observe ongoing
behavior and infer fixed sized behavior units. Newtson questioned this view and conducted
studies focusing on this problem by letting participants perform a video segmentation
task. In one study two groups of human participants segmented a video into meaningful
units of action by pressing a button if according to their judgment one unit ended and
the other began. Both groups watched a video but one group watched a modified version
of this video including an unexpected action. The results showed that participants
generate more units after an unexpected action than participants who were not exposed
to this situation. The studies’ results provide strong evidence for rejecting the theory
that behavioral units have a fixed size. Humans are capable of adapting their unit of
perception according to demands of the current task but also non-explicitly according to
situational constraints.
Different lengths of units have further been analyzed by Hard (2006). She conducted
three experiments on action segmentation with adult participants. The participants were
exposed to a slide show and decided themselves when to forward to the next slide. In
the first study, slides were presented that displayed frames from a filmed activity in
one second intervals. Subsequently, the participants segmented the corresponding video
into fine, intermediate, and coarse units. Looking time was measured for slides that
were marked as a unit boundary in the video segmentation task using a tolerance of one
second for matching slide frames with unit boundary markings. The results confirmed the
hypothesis that participants looked longer at slides with action breakpoints than at slides
between breakpoints. A significant linear trend in looking time was found from coarse
to fine units. Additionally, participants with longer looking time at coarse boundaries
were able to recall more actions. These results suggest that smaller units are integrated
at coarse unit boundaries resulting in higher processing time. Thus, it seems that the
unit size correlates with humans’ internal processing and linking of information into
representation of action segments.
Meyer et al. (2011a) showed similar results for 3–4 year old children. Here, children were
exposed to a slide show that displayed images of an adult interacting with toys. The
images were extracted from a movie with a temporal distance of one second between
frames. After an instruction and a training phase children viewed the main slide show
and decided on their own when the next slide should be displayed by clicking a mouse.
The dwell times of the children were measured and analyzed for three groups of slides.
Namely, slides before or close to coarse unit boundaries as well as fine unit boundaries
and slides within units. The linear trend in looking time from fine to coarse units was
also shown here. Additionally, Meyer et al. were able to show that for a subgroup of
children their memory for object and actions seems to be related to the dwell time.
Zacks and Swallow (2007) summarize further findings strengthening the link between
action segmentation and memory. Their insight is that event segmentation supports
memory and learning. Studies have shown that participants which segment a movie
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similar to generally agreed boundaries better memorize visual contents of this movie than
participants deviating from these boundaries. Further studies suggest that if participants
tend to segment tasks into hierarchical units, better performance in these tasks is achieved.
Indeed Schack and Mechsner (2006) have shown that expert tennis players exhibit a
significant deeper hierarchical organization of functional units compared to non- or lowlevel players. Zacks and Swallow further conclude that event boundaries form anchors
for longterm memory. A related conclusion suggests if people are supported in correctly
segmenting events they will remember theses events better. Additionally, learning the
corresponding task from these events is improved.
Also infants seem to be able to segment ongoing action and to memorize events. Baldwin
et al. (2001) present results regarding infants’ ability to parse ongoing behavior. Infants
of 10 to 11 months age were exposed to videos displaying intentional actions. Infants’
looking times were measured after a familiarization phase for two different conditions. In
the first condition pauses were inserted into the video at the middle of an intentional
action, whereas in the second condition the pauses were inserted at the completion of
an intentional action. The infants showed significantly different looking times between
these conditions: They looked longer at the videos in the first condition. Based on these
findings the authors inferred that infants parsed the actors’ behaviors at boundaries of
intentions. Hence, the pauses while the actor realized his intentions raised the infants
level of attention at these points in contrast to the pauses at the boundaries of intention.
In the experiment described above possible units were interrupted by pauses. However
pauses are not necessarily a prerequisite. Hespos et al. (2009) were able to show that
infants are also able to spot actions they have previously seen even if they are embedded
in a larger chunk of continuous action. They conducted studies with 6 and 8 month-old
infants. The infants were first habituated to short action presentations that showed
motion of a ball between different target positions such as on and over an object as well
as on and under an object. In the test run, either a short novel action sequence or a
short familiar action was shown. Since infants looked significantly longer at the novel
test sequences, it is concluded that infants were able to detect the target action which
was embedded in the habituation sequence shown before.
Another experiment by Hespos et al. (2009) revealed that infants have limited capabilities
remembering actions with different transitions along a trajectory with the same endpoints.
They investigated the possibility that categories of actions are more salient to infants
compared to actions from the same category but with different transitions. Here the
habituation phase consisted of longer actions containing different transitions between
events. In the test condition, novel and familiar transitions were tested. The results did
not reveal a significant difference in looking time between novel and familiar transitions.
Furthermore, the looking times were compared to the habituation phase and revealed
significant differences for both the familiar and the novel transitions. However, other
experiments they conducted in the course of the same study showed similar looking times
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between habituation and familiar events. Thus, the authors inferred that infants encode
transitions differently and both the novel and familiar transitions are perceived as novel
by the infant.
Kurby and Zacks (2008) summarize findings regarding brain activity and event segmentation. It is very likely that changes in brain activity correlate with humans subjective
experience of event boundary locations. The participants did not know about the event
segmentation task before the brain activity was measured, which suggests that these
effects are task independent.
In summary, all these findings support the idea that humans even in infant age are
capable to segment actions into temporally variably sized units. Furthermore, these
units seem to be tightly related to the internal representation the human brain uses
to memorize events. Another advantage of segmentation is that discrete events are an
economic way to represent action that additionally allows for recombination of segments
to solve new problems (Zacks and Swallow, 2007). However, the experimental findings
suggest that these representations are limited in infant age and are in the process of
development.

2.2.2. Humans Organize Action Segments Hierarchically
The hypothesis that action segments created by humans are not only variably sized but
in addition they typically follow a hierarchical structure has been formulated in different
terms, such as hierarchical bias hypothesis (Zacks et al., 2001), hierarchical encoding
hypothesis (Hard, 2006), or hierarchical event perception (Kurby and Zacks, 2008). The
argument most commonly used to support this hypothesis is that boundaries of fine
segments tend to fall together with boundaries of coarse units. Therefore, fine units can
be seen as subsets of larger units forming a hierarchical structure of action segments.
A study reported by Newtson (1973), is an early example of this approach. In one
experiment two groups of human participants segmented a video into meaningful units
of action by pressing a button if according to their judgment one unit ended and the
other began. The video showed actions of a human actor. One group was instructed to
perform a fine grained segmentation while the other group was instructed to segment the
video into gross units. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that fine units are
subsets of larger units.
According to Zacks et al. (2001) this hierarchical bias can be found in narrative comprehension, memory, and perception. Experiments designed similarly to Newtson’s were
conducted where the participant’s main task was to segment video data showing activity
while watching. The results revealed an alignment of the segmentations into fine and
coarse units which is interpreted as support for the hierarchical bias hypothesis. Furthermore, participants were requested to describe video material verbally at coarse and fine
units. A hierarchical bias could be observed on the fine units level, namely that fine unit
descriptions close to coarse unit boundaries showed significant statistical differences in
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syntactic and semantic features compared to fine units not close to coarse units. When
participants were asked to describe events from their memory the syntactic and semantic
properties of the resulting descriptions were similar to those described on-line.
Hard (2006) interpret their experimental results similarly. Here the hypothesis is that
humans hierarchically encode observed behavior. In their experiments, participants
were asked to segment tasks displayed as a slide show (see Section 2.2.1 for details). A
significant linear trend in looking time was found from fine to coarse units, which was
interpreted as support for the hierarchical encoding hypothesis.
According to Kurby and Zacks (2008) first evidence of hierarchical processing can also be
found in infants starting at about 12 months of age. They seem to be sensitive to the way
actions are grouped to achieve higher level goals. Furthermore, infants seem to be able to
distinguish goal appropriate actions from non-goal appropriate actions, even if they are
physically similar. At 24 months of age, infants are capable of forming hierarchical goals,
which also affects their memory organization. Recent findings by Meyer et al. (2011a)
with 3–4 year old children showed a linear trend in dwell time from coarse to fine event
units in a slide show task further supporting the hierarchical processing hypothesis.
In general, the hypothesis that humans tend to segment events into a hierarchical structure
is well supported by studies with different methods. The capability to hierarchically
perceive events seems to develop in infant age. Kurby and Zacks (2008) suggest this
capability is important to integrate existing knowledge on activities with information
that is currently perceived.

2.3. Features Used for Event and Action Segmentation
The insight that humans parse ongoing events into units that form a hierarchical structure
raises the question which features are used to realize this segmentation process. Currently
it is assumed that humans take both low level sensory features and top down knowledge
into account during action segmentation. Top down knowledge can be categorized into
conceptual features such as goals and intentions of the actors performing a certain activity
and as schemata that form a conceptual frame of an activity. Schemata specify, for
example, the order of smaller steps and the objects involved that are required to realize
a certain task (Zacks et al., 2009). However, it is still unclear how humans internally
represent the information that schemata refer to, how this information exactly interacts
with human event segmentation processes, and how this knowledge is acquired (Kurby
and Zacks, 2008; Zacks et al., 2009). Furthermore, it can be hypothesized that schemata
of activities play a role later in development compared to simpler sensory or conceptual
features. Thus, this section will primarily focus on findings regarding low level sensory
and conceptual features as well as their interaction.
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The interaction between conceptual features and sensory features makes it difficult
to clearly associate experimental results to one feature category. Often it is possible
that both feature categories contribute to certain experimental effects. Therefore, it
is suggested that sensory features and conceptual features are integrated during event
processing, as, for example, changes in the movement of a person are integrated with
inferred knowledge on that person’s goals (Zacks and Swallow, 2007). This hypothesis is
further supported by neuroimaging studies that indicate a relation between goals and
physical movement features. Motion features are frequently mentioned in the context
of action segmentation but not further specified. For example, Zacks et al. (2001)
summarize that unit boundaries correlate with peaks in biological motion. Thus, features
corresponding to physical changes seem to be important. Especially motion features
are also supported by neuroimaging studies. However, it is assumed that more features
contribute to segmentation processes such as color and sound (Zacks and Swallow, 2007).
In the course of same study that has been summarized in Section 2.2.1, Hard (2006)
performed an analysis that can be related to features relevant for action segmentation.
In this analysis, a change index was calculated for subsequent pairs of slides that were
previously classified into fine, intermediate, and coarse units using participants’ video
segmentation results. The change index was computed using differences of edge features
for each pair of slides. Correlating this change index with different boundary categories
revealed that breakpoints correspond to slides with a high change index. Additionally,
the change index seems to be higher for coarse units than for finer units. These findings
suggest that humans use physical cues such as the amount of visual change to identify
hierarchical structure in action.
Meyer et al. (2010) correlated physical features from the speech home corpus (Roy et al.,
2006) with human judgments, which were acquired similarly to the methods described by
Hard (2006). According to their results movement features such as body and hand speeds
correlate to event boundaries. Results by Zacks et al. (2009) support these findings.
They showed significant correlations of head and hand movement, acceleration, as well as
hand-hand and hand-head distances with fine unit boundaries. The correlations could be
shown for videos of three different activities (assembling a video game, assembling building
blocks, folding laundry) considering fine unit boundaries. For coarse unit boundaries the
correlations were not significant for most of the movement and distance features except for
one video which shows the laundry task. Since adults typically possess world knowledge,
it is possible that for some videos primarily high level information was determining for
segmentation at coarse unit boundaries instead of the features investigated.
Infants that only possess limited world knowledge provide additional reasons to assume
that low level features, such as movement features, play a role in action segmentation.
This idea has been considered by Baldwin et al. (2001) in the analysis of their study
summarized in Section 2.2.1. They suggest that low level features contribute to infants’
ability to detect intention boundaries. One argument is that the capability to detect
structure using low level features would be a prerequisite for infants to develop intention
understanding, since they initially do not have the necessary world knowledge.
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Saylor et al. (2007) describe a study testing infants’ ability to segment action at intention
boundaries. Infants aged 9–11 months watched continuous human action shown in two
windows on a stage. During the test condition different tones were played coinciding
with intention boundaries of the action shown in one window. The main hypothesis of
the study was that infants’ look longer at the window where tones match the intention
boundaries. The hypothesis was confirmed. This study cannot provide evidence that
top down conceptual representations are used in infants actions segmentation or provide
details on bottom-up motion cues possibly relevant for this process but it shows that
the interaction between features from several modalities affect the infants’ segmentation
process.
In summary, both physical movement features and conceptual features such as goals
seem to play a role in action segmentation. It is assumed that humans integrate these
features when segmenting actions. Due to this tight integration it is difficult to associate
experimental observations to solely physical features or conceptual features. However,
since infants at about 6 months of age already seem to be capable of segmenting actions,
it can be assumed that initially certain motion features help to establish event boundaries.
Possibly visual changes are initially detected that become more object and body specific
over time. By clustering typical situations and goals conceptual features could be formed
that support the segmentation process additionally.

2.4. Perceptual Mechanisms in Event and Action Segmentation
Humans segment ongoing action into variably sized units and features suspected to be
relevant in this process strongly correlate to motion. A body of evidence supporting
these hypotheses has been reviewed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. But what are the perceptual
mechanisms that allow for action segmentation? How do they work? The answers to this
are still subject to ongoing research. However, researchers mostly agree on a common
high level hypothesis about this mechanism. According to the common view, the certainty
of perceptual prediction decides where event boundaries are placed. This idea has been
around for relatively long time, for example, Newtson (1973) suggests that the unit size
depends on its utility of prediction for the perceiver. Conversely, Zacks et al. (2007)
formulates that event perception depends on change, since a static world is easy to predict.
This statement fits with the experimental evidence that movement features or other
changing physical features correlate with action segment boundaries (see Section 2.3).
Thus, a common event segmentation theory (Zacks et al., 2007; Kurby and Zacks, 2008)
assumes that humans maintain a representation of the currently ongoing events that is
reset on prediction errors and segment boundaries are perceived at these points.
Based on this theory Zacks et al. (2007) derives further properties of human event
segmentation processes: Event segmentation is automatic and runs concurrently to other
cognitive processes. This is consistent with neuroimaging studies (Zacks and Swallow,
2007) and dwell time measurements (Meyer et al., 2011a), where participants initially are
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not instructed to perform a segmentation task. Furthermore, the segmentation process
controls working memory updates. Dwell time measurements revealing that participants
look longer at coarse unit boundaries than at fine units support this property, since they
suggest that more information needs to be integrated at coarse unit boundaries (Hard,
2006). Another property is that event segmentation processes operate concurrently on
different timescales. This is supported by experiments where people segment stimuli at
different timescales (Zacks and Tversky, 2001). Moreover, humans integrate information
from multiple senses when segmenting events. One example is an experiment reported
by Saylor et al. (2007), where infants looked longer at actions when tones where played
coinciding with intention boundaries compared to actions where the tones did not match
the intention boundaries.
A more problematic topic is the integration of prior knowledge into action segmentation.
According to Zacks et al. (2007) prior knowledge is incorporated in human event segmentation processes. However, the interaction between low level movement features and higher
level conceptual knowledge does not directly seem to affect event boundary locations.
For example Hard et al. (2006) conducted a study where participants segment video clips
of schematic events. Manipulating the participants previous knowledge did not seem to
affect perceived boundary locations but seemed to affect the granularity of segmentation.
Based on these results they suggest that conceptual knowledge has an influence which
movement features are considered relevant for certain goals and thus influences the segmentation granularity. Furthermore, it seems that physical features play a strong role for
the placement of event boundaries while conceptual knowledge affects the interpretation
of action. Hard et al. further suggest that conceptual knowledge is also build by parsing
events, which they highlight as an explanation for the development of understanding
goals and intentions. A recent study by Zacks et al. (2009) suggests certain effects of
previous knowledge on event boundary placements. Here participants segmented both
live-action movies and simplified animations of these movies. The simplified animations
showed stronger correlation with movement features than the live-action movies. On
the other hand, if the animation viewers where informed about the action they watch,
they showed no significant difference to uninformed animation viewers. This suggests
that high level conceptual features have less influence than other conceptual features
the perceptual process operates on. Since in general fine segmentations were stronger
correlated with movement features than coarse units Zacks et al. suggests that coarse
segmentation utilizes conceptual information to a larger extent than fine segmentations.
Results showing that familiar activities are segmented into coarser units compared to
non-familiar activities further support this hypothesis (Kurby and Zacks, 2008).
In summary, a clear picture of the perceptual mechanisms responsible for action segmentation is not yet available. For example, details of how high level conceptual and low level
movement features are integrated require more research. However, the related work did
reveal certain properties of the segmentation processes. Humans seem to segment ongoing
events into units based on feature changes that make prediction more difficult, which
especially includes movement features. The underlying mechanism continuously parses
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and integrates sensory information while considering different timescales. Furthermore,
it controls memory updates and potentially integrates high level level information that is
available for the current context.

2.5. Conclusion
The psychological work on event and action segmentation provides insights into how
humans internally represent action, the relevant features, and properties of the perceptual
mechanisms that operate on these features. Humans segment ongoing action into variably
sized units that seem to follow a hierarchical structure. The body of evidence regarding
this hypothesis is relatively large for two reasons: First, research on this topic has
been carried out for a relatively long time. The second reason is that considering the
experimental methods units size is either directly measured or has strong correlates such
as dwell time. Thus, even if the main focus of a study deviates from this topic results on
unit size are typically available.
The relevant features for action segmentation seem to stem from both physical as well as
conceptual sources. What features humans really take into account cannot be observed
directly, however, many experiments indicate correlations between movement features
and event boundaries as well as goals and intentions. There is a tendency that a coarse
segmentation level correlates stronger with goals and intentions compared to a finer
segmentation granularity.
Regarding perceptual mechanisms, prediction and change detection are frequently hypothesized as central aspects. Additionally, the experimental evidence supports that
sensory and contextual information is continuously parsed and integrated at different
timescales. How exactly higher level and lower level information is integrated has to be
further researched. Considering infant development, it is assumed that capabilities to
segment low level features are available before conceptual knowledge structures are build.
Currently the common experimental methods regarding event segmentation are reaching
a limit of their explanatory power, due to their indirect nature.
In general, research results from the area of event and action segmentation provide a
higher level view on how humans segment ongoing action (see Figure 2.1). However
it has to be noted that most of the work reviewed yet, focuses on unimodal stimuli,
specifically on how humans handle visual input with regard to action segmentation.
Although acoustic stimuli play sometimes a role in experiments, as, for example, in Saylor
et al. (2007), the main focus still remains on the visual modality. Some research has also
been conducted on reading comprehension (see Kurby and Zacks, 2008, for references)
but not in interaction with other concurrent modalities. Furthermore, these experiments
require cognitively advanced participants and thus cannot be directly transfered to
infants in order to study developmental effects. The critical point here is that the
interaction between two modalities might provide additional cues that facilitate human
event segmentation, especially if conceptual knowledge is not extensively available such
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Figure 2.1.: Simplified schematic of the common view on event and action segmentation
in humans including hypotheses from the publications reviewed.
as in infants. Furthermore, human event segmentation is primarily viewed as a model for
perception without taking interaction with other humans into account as, for example,
between a tutor and a learner. Especially during development this interaction could have
an influence on action segmentation and the representations formed. The next chapter
addresses some of these issues by reviewing insights on cross modal processing in humans.
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3. Multimodal Processing and
Acoustic Packaging

Infants perceive a continuous stream of multimodal sensory information and need to
make sense of it although they have very little previous knowledge. Thus, it is a widely
held view in developmental research that children use combinations of sensory cues to
learn. These multimodal cues assist the learner, for example, in identifying relevant
chunks of information in the sensory stream. While the work reviewed in Chapter 2
regarding event and action segmentation is typically focusing on one modality that is
mainly the visual, in contrast here the primary focus lies on modality integration and its
role during infant development.
This chapter will give a short introduction to modality integration during infant development. Closely related to modality integration is acoustic packaging — a concept
specifically describing the interaction of language with events — that will be introduced.
Acoustic packaging explains how infants are capable of segmenting the stream of multimodal information they perceive into meaningful chunks that form the first steps towards
language learning.

3.1. Multimodal Processing and Integration
Human senses are specialized to perceive information from different modalities including
acoustic and visual signals. The human brain does not process this information separately
but is capable of fusing all these senses into one experience. The following sections will
give a brief overview on the theories of how the sensory system develops and the effects
on multimodal processing. For the present work the acoustic and visual modalities are
primarily relevant. Thus, the integration of other senses such as touch is not further
reviewed here.

3.1.1. Early and Late Integration
According to Robinson and Sloutsky (2010) two views on the initial state of the sensory
system and the aspects that are subject to development are supported by empirical
findings on child development. The early integration view assumes that sensory integration
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is initially available. During their development, infants learn to separate modalities and
how to identify specific details in the multimodal sensory stream. In contrast, the
late integration view assumes that sensory integration is not initially available. During
development infants learn to integrate different senses they perceive separately. For both
views empirical evidence is available (Bahrick et al., 2002; Birch and Lefford, 1963). But
each view has also difficulties in explaining certain effects which suggests that multiple
factors have an impact on multimodal integration.
One class of effects that cannot be well explained by the late integration view are
interference effects: Stimuli from one modality may hinder or facilitate stimuli from
the other modality (Robinson and Sloutsky, 2010). Another class of effects cannot be
explained by the early integration view alone: Infants seem to have problems to bind
static visual stimuli with other modalities while they are able to form these links with
dynamic visual stimuli (Robinson and Sloutsky, 2010). Thus, early integration may
depend on special conditions. Robinson and Sloutsky propose two theories that model
the effects of audio-visual input on children’s attention that can provide an explanation
for interference effects and binding problems. These theories will be summarized in the
following sections.

3.1.2. The Intersensory Redundancy Hypothesis
Bahrick et al. (2004) propose the hypothesis that stimuli perceived redundantly between
senses are preferred compared to stimuli present in only one modality. Redundant
stimuli contain amodal information that is defined as not being specific to a single
modality. Amodal information is redundantly conveyed across two or more modalities
typically in a spatially and temporally coordinated way. This is only possible for modality
unspecific information, namely tempo, rhythm, duration and intensity. A bouncing
ball, for example, can exhibit a certain rhythm which is perceived both visually and
acoustically. The Intersensory Redundancy Hypothesis (IRH) assumes that during
early infancy redundant stimuli with amodal information lead to increased attention
for the amodal part compared to the modality specific parts of the stimuli. The IRH
predicts this interrelation as a mechanism that guides infants’ attention to meaningful
events. Therefore, multimodal stimulation facilitates processing and learning of amodal
properties. Unimodal information on the other hand becomes less salient in presence of
amodal stimuli which causes the interference effects described in the previous section.
However, modality specific properties can still come into attention focus if no intersensory
redundancy is available. Thus, a second prediction of the IRH is that unimodal stimuli
facilitate processing and learning of modality-specific properties. Nevertheless, when
infants’ processing capabilities develop they learn to detect both modality specific and
amodal properties regardless of an unimodal or a multimodal stimulus type.
The IRH is supported by a body of literature on experimental results both on animals
and humans. For example, a study with infants revealed that a bimodal stimulus with
intersensory redundancy can attenuate the infants capability to detect changes which
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occur in a single modality of this stimulus (Bahrick et al., 2006). In a recent study (Flom
and Bahrick, 2010), the effect of unimodal vs. multimodal stimulation on infants memory
has been shown to be consistent with the prediction that modality specific properties
are facilitated in unimodal stimuli. Furthermore, Bahrick et al. (2010) showed that
although infants are able to detect amodal properties of a unimodal stimulus in one task,
they require multimodal redundant stimulation if the task becomes more difficult. This
suggests that the effects of IRH additionally depend on task difficulty.

3.1.3. Auditory Dominance
Robinson and Sloutsky (2010) describe a theory termed auditory dominance that provides
an explanation for processing and binding problems when children are exposed to
multimodal stimuli. According to this theory the corresponding visual information is
less processed by the learner if auditory input is present (Robinson and Sloutsky, 2004).
Therefore, auditory dominance is an asymmetrical effect that describes a priority difference
for auditor information if auditory and visual information is perceived concurrently.
However, the level of auditory dominance varies depending on the child’s age, the length
of the stimuli and the child’s familiarity to the subject. With increasing age the auditory
dominance effect decreases: Robinson and Sloutsky (2004) report that while younger
children and infants show auditory dominance, children at four years of age switch
between visual and auditory stimulus preferences depending on the content of the visual
input.
Regarding input familiarity, Robinson and Sloutsky further analyze the relationship
between stimulus length and the dominance effect. Short familiar input seems to interfere
with unfamiliar input since processing time is short. Longer stimuli durations reduce this
effect up to the point that children are able to handle both modalities. Based on these
results the authors propose a mechanism describing the effects of modality dominance.
The modality which gains attention first attenuates the other modalities but only for a
short time. For longer durations the attention is released. Robinson and Sloutsky reason
that allocating attention to modalities which disappear quicker is the more effective
strategy to avoid missing transient auditory information and thus is the typical case.
This explains why dynamic acoustic stimuli are dominant over static visual input.
The auditory dominance theory provides a sensible explanation for the complex processes
in children that affect their attention and perceptual capabilities when processing multimodal stimuli. However, understanding the role of cross-modal processing in finding and
learning meaningful units from the sensory stream requires a more overarching theory
that will be reviewed in the next section.
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3.2. Acoustic Packaging
The effects of multimodal stimuli on attention suggest that chunks of multimodal information play an important role in learning. The concept of acoustic packaging (Hirsh-Pasek
and Golinkoff, 1996) includes the idea that acoustic information such as language provides
infants with a bottom-up guide to attend to relevant parts in the sensory stream. This
concept is consistent with the intersensory redundancy hypothesis and the findings on
auditory dominance presented in the previous section.The theoretical foundations of
acoustic packaging stem from research on language acquisition which allows to classify
insights on multimodal perception along a developmental axis. Additionally, they provide
first ideas how multimodal chunks in form of acoustic packages are stored, retrieved, and
used for language learning.
In the following, two key publications that include and further develop the idea of acoustic
packaging will be reviewed. Both focus on the idea that children learn language by using
a coalition of sensory cues that include not only acoustic information. Although the
second publication does not explicitly refer to acoustic packaging it continues to develop
the initial work by putting a stronger weight on the role of social cues for language
learning. The idea of acoustic packaging has been picked up by researchers that provided
further evidence for this concept. These findings will be summarized subsequently.

3.2.1. A Coalition Model of Language Comprehension
Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1996) describe a theory of language learning, which especially
focuses on the different cues that children take into account during their development.
Their main message is that children use a coalition of cues when developing the ability
to process language. Furthermore, they argue that language comprehension comes
before language production, since comprehension plays a central role in building mental
representations. This view is supported by findings that first comprehension of words
seems to begin about four months before production of words starts (Hirsh-Pasek and
Golinkoff, 1996, p. 172, par. 3). The authors describe three phases of development
(Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996, pp. 163):
In the first development phase (0–9 months) the infant needs to make sense of the various
inputs it perceives. Language production plays a secondary role in this phase, since
children produce only few words if at all. However, during this first phase infants use
acoustic packaging to internalize events. Acoustic packaging is a more primitive form
of language comprehension where acoustic information is used to segment complex nonlinguistic events. The authors define a minimal and a maximal role acoustic packaging can
take (Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996, p. 168): In the minimal role, acoustic packages are
formed on repetition of an acoustic chunk in conjunction with a particular event. In its
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maximal role, acoustic packaging can fuse separate events into meaningful macroevents.
The result of this phase are acoustic and visual events which are linked by acoustic
packages.
For this process to work infants already need to be capable of performing basic segmentation of their sensory input. Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1996, p. 166) describe three
preconditions of which the first two address this issue: The first refers to the infants
visual processing of world’s events to image-schemas. In summary, they must be able to
perceive basic spatial relations between events and recognize categories of movements
as, for example, self-initiated movements. The second prerequisite states that infants
must be able to extract acoustic correlates of linguistic units, such as phrasal and clausal
units, from the speech stream. The third explains that the language the infant hears
describes ongoing events and thus requires a temporal relationship between language and
ongoing events. According to the authors this accompanying narration is at least valid
for western societies.
In the second phase of development (9–24 months) infants refine the acoustic packages
they have formed in the first phase. They perform a more fine grained analysis of acoustic
packages and associate them with specific objects, events or actions. The result of this
process is a linguistic mapping between acoustic units and linguistic units (i.e. phrasal
and clausal units) as well as their meaning.
The third phase of development (24–36 months) focuses on syntactic aspects. In this
phase the child is able to discover syntactic relationships within sentences and between
them. From these the child is able to understand complex meanings. At the the end of
this phase the child can rely on syntactic cues and understands more difficult linguistic
constructions such as passives.
In summary, children use a coalition of cues to acquire the ability to comprehend
language. During their development these cues are weighted differently. At the beginning,
prosodic cues play an important role while syntactic cues get a stronger weight at
the end. Regarding language production, findings are ambiguous, namely some report
comprehension precedes production and others report production precedes comprehension
(see Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996, p. 191, for references). The authors theorize that
the order depends on how well these capabilities have been established at the respective
point in development. Namely, comprehension and production develop in parallel if
comprehension is resilient but comprehension precedes production if it is fragile. The
latter is the case especially at the beginning of the child’s development.
Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff strongly focus on linguistic aspects when defining the coalition
model. Thus, they refer to prosodic and syntactic cues from the acoustic and linguistic
domain but do not go into detail regarding visual cues. For example they do not provide
details on how action is visually segmented but refer to image schemas. These focus on
the relation of objects while actions are considered less. Since these cues are required as
a prerequisite to acoustic packaging, a system realizing acoustic packaging already must
possess these capabilities. The results of the packaging process are used by the second
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development phase but the selection and further segmentation processes remain unclear.
Additionally, cues such as social factors and their integration are not further specified.
The latter is addressed by a further development of the coalition model summarized in
the following.

3.2.2. The Emergentist Coalition Model
In Hollich et al. (2000b) a variant of the model in Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1996) is
described. The central question is how children break the word barrier. Their hypothesis
is that children’s lexical development results from the interaction of multiple cues. This
position results in three main points, which are described in the following.
The first point is that children are sensitive to multiple cues when learning words:
Attentional cues, social cues, and linguistic cues. Concerning attentional cues the authors
mention perceptual salience, temporal contiguity, and novelty. Children are able to
follow the eye gaze of adults and they are sensitive to pointing, which are social cues.
Furthermore, infants are able to attend to social information although the ability to
actively detect this information emerges later. Linguistic cues are detailed as the ability
of detecting language, segmenting speech and spotting words. Specifically prosodic
information is used by infants to find words. In this context the authors highlight the role
of exaggerated pitch and intonation in child-directed speech, which seems to modulate the
infant’s attention. Moreover, children also exploit grammatical information, for example,
to identify what is labeled by a novel word.
The second point is that children weight cues differently in the course of their development.
For word learning, certain cues such as saliency, for example, can play a more emphasized
or less emphasized role based on the child’s experience. The weighting of these input
cues changes over time and is adapted to the learning situation. Furthermore, children
can correlate cues to form categories.
The third point is that the principles children use for word learning are emergent and
change from an immature to a mature state during development. This is reflected in
more sophisticated heuristics children use for word learning. The authors hypothesize
that immature children detect referents in a domain-general way by using perceptual
saliency. Mature learners prefer social cues, which allow them to interpret the speakers
focus of attention to find referents and learn new words. Thus, children move from
domain general principles to domain specific principles (see Figure 3.1).
The main differences of the emergentist coalition model compared to the coalition model
described in the previous section are the following: In the present version the role of
social and attentional cues is more elaborated. Especially the role of eye gaze as word
learning cue that allows children to assign words to referents is included here in contrast
to the previous version. Furthermore, while the coalition model describes several phases
of language development, the present model views the language acquisition process in a
more continuous way in which the weighting of cues dynamically changes. Additionally,
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Figure 3.1.: According to the emergentist coalition model multiple cues contribute to
word learning. The shifted depiction visualizes their changing weights during
development.

specific mechanisms and representations in the language acquisition process such as
acoustic packaging are not discussed in this variant. Nevertheless, these findings are
relevant to the acoustic packaging concept since they suggest that social cues are also
packaged providing, for example, information on the relevance of this multimodal chunk.
Furthermore, acoustic packaging could itself be seen as a cue with changing weight
during development whereas the highest weight lies at the beginning of development (see
Figure 3.1).

3.2.3. Evidence for Acoustic Packaging
In Section 3.2.1 a minimal and a maximal role of acoustic packaging were defined. While
in the minimal role, acoustic packages associate an acoustic chunk with a particular
event, in the maximal role acoustic packages can fuse separate events into meaningful
macroevents. In this section, evidence for both views will be summarized. Since the
minimal role of acoustic packaging is noncontroversial (Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff, 1996,
p. 168), findings in this direction will be summarized first. Regarding the maximal role
of acoustic packaging, very little has been reported. However, the available findings
strengthen the maximal role of acoustic packaging towards a concept how infants identify
action structure by fusing smaller actions with accompanying speech. These results will
be summarized subsequently.
The minimal role of acoustic packaging can be understood in terms of the intersensory
redundancy hypothesis (see Section 3.1.2). The synchronous presentation of acoustic and
visual activity can be seen as an amodal cue that heightens attention according to the
IRH and is thus better perceived. Already seven month-old infants who were presented a
syllable with a synchronous movement of the labeled objects could remember this syllable
and link it to the presented objects more easily than their peers receiving an asynchronous
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presentation (Gogate and Bahrick, 1998, 2001). Furthermore, object motion seems to be
an important cue for young infants. Werker et al. (1998) showed that while 14 month-old
infants were able to learn object word pairings with static visual stimuli, 8–12 month-old
infants required moving stimuli. Even children at the age of 24 months are still sensitive
to sensory redundancy of speech and motion when associating a label to one of multiple
moving objects (Jesse and Johnson, 2008). The role of synchronous speech and motion
is also supported by research on parent-infant interaction indicating that parents use
synchronous speech and motion to teach their children certain words (Gogate et al., 2000;
Zukow-Goldring, 1996). On a low level, Rolf et al. (2009) showed synchrony between
motion and speech in adult-infant interaction. Furthermore, Meyer et al. (2011b) carried
out a detailed analysis on infant direct speech and actions by discriminating action and
non-action describing utterances. The level of synchrony was assessed by measuring the
difference of onsets and offsets between manually annotated speech and action segments.
Their analysis revealed higher synchrony and higher overlap between actions and action
describing utterances compared to non-action describing utterances.
The maximal role of acoustic packaging extends the minimal role by stating that accompanying speech facilitates binding multiple visual events to larger meaningful chunks. In
this case, acoustic packaging influences both the association of acoustic and visual events
and the segmentation of ongoing action into acoustic packages. Little research has been
conducted regarding this role of acoustic packaging.
Brand and Tapscott (2007) for example, pushed this topic forward and conducted a study
which explicitly focused on the effects of acoustic packaging. They investigated whether
infant directed speech influenced infants’ segmentation of actions sequences. In this study
two groups of infants aged 7.5–9.5 months and 9.5–11.5 months were exposed to video
clips that were accompanied by speech in one condition (packaged) and silence in another
condition (non-packaged). Each clip consisted of two smaller clips presenting an action
demonstrated by a tutor. After a familiarization phase the infants were exposed to the
same clips with reversed order of the smaller clips within. In this case the clips were
played muted for both conditions. Infants’ looking times were compared between the two
conditions. The results show that the non-packaged clips were preferred by the older
infant group in terms of longer looking time. Based on these results the authors infer that
infants perceived the packaged clip as a unit. Thus, the infants considered the clips a
single familiar event if they have been packaged before which explains the shorter looking
times in this condition. The non-packaged pairs in contrast were perceived as individual
units resulting in longer looking times. The authors conclude that these results confirm
the influence of co-occurring acoustic input on action processing in infants. The results
presented by Brand and Tapscott strengthen the acoustic packaging concept towards the
role of an intermodal cue which facilitates structuring of ongoing action into larger units.
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3.3. Conclusion
The potential of multimodal integration theories lies in their capability to explain how
first steps in making sense of events in the world can be made with little or no previous
knowledge by combining multiple sources of information. However, these theories are still
subject to ongoing research. At the current point the findings reviewed in this chapter
show that following a single paradigm such as early or late integration does not seem to be
able to explain all effects observed in experiments. Therefore, it is suggested that multiple
factors contribute to how audio-visual information is processed (see Section 3.1.1).
The intermodal redundancy hypothesis (IRH) assumes that amodal input that is perceived
redundantly between senses is preferred compared to stimuli present in only one modality.
Regarding infants, it is therefore hypothesized that amodal stimuli affect learning and
memory, since they impact infants’ attention. A body of literature elaborates on the
effects of amodal input supporting the IRH. For example, depending on the infants age,
unimodal information is suppressed when amodal stimuli are present (see Section 3.1.2).
While the IRH does not consider different weights or priorities of input modalities, the
auditory dominance theory assumes that acoustic input differs from visual input in this
regard. It is reasoned that acoustic stimuli are transient and thus by initially prioritizing
acoustic input, infants avoid loosing information. The experimental findings on auditory
dominance suggest that processing of these stimuli depends on the infants’ state of
development, their familiarity with the input as well as the length and content of the
input (see Section 3.1.3).
The impact of concurrent acoustic and visual input has previously been recognized by
researchers in a related context. In research on language learning it has been theorized
that integration of multiple cues contributes to the ability of infants to learn language.
The coalition model of language learning looks at three phases of infant development
ranging from 0–9, 9–24, and 24–36 months of age. Especially in the first phase, before
— according to this theory — any language mapping is available to the child, acoustic
packaging binds visual and acoustic events together and forms acoustic packages based
on the temporal co-occurrence of these events (see Section 3.2.1).
In its maximal extent infants use acoustic packaging to find structure in the perceptual
stream by combining multiple visual events with accompanying narration. For this,
speech is used by the caretaker to highlight structures. In the next developmental phase
acoustic packages are subject to an analysis that assigns them to specific objects and
actions resulting in first linguistic capabilities. The interaction of acoustic and visual
stimuli in acoustic packaging is consistent with the IRH. Acoustic packages can be seen
as an amodal cue that not only leads to increased attention on multimodal events but
also supports binding of these events. Furthermore, the elevated role of speech can be
related to auditory dominance that assigns an initial attentional priority to acoustic
input. The relation of the different multimodal processing and integration theories to
audio-visual events is depicted in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2.: Multimodal processing and integration theories that affect attention, segmentation, and learning in early infant development and their relation of to
audio-visual input and different temporal horizons.
The initial definition of acoustic packaging considers only few cues that guide the learner
in the process of learning first words. The emergentist coalition model extends this view
by including social cues and attentional cues such as saliency in the word learning process.
Thus, it is plausible acoustic packages also contain social and attentional cues, which
change their weight during development (see Section 3.2.2).
Support for acoustic packaging can primarily be found in studies showing that at about
seven months of age infants are able to associate speech with moving objects if these
stimuli are presented concurrently. Static visual stimuli can be associated at a later stage
of development suggesting that motion is an important attentional factor. Furthermore,
synchronous speech and motion is utilized by adults when teaching certain words and
in demonstrating actions to their children (see Section 3.2.3). The study by Brand and
Tapscott (2007) also provides support for the maximal role of acoustic packaging, in
which multiple visual action events are structured by accompanying speech.
The number of studies concerning the maximal role of acoustic packaging shows that this
role has been little researched. Furthermore, the current knowledge on how the visual
and acoustic modalities are processed before they are combined to acoustic packages is
limited. There is also no information available on the association process that forms
acoustic packages and how they are represented. Additionally, it remains unclear how
exactly acoustic packages are rated and processed in the subsequent developmental steps.
Therefore, in the next chapter a computational model of acoustic packaging is elaborated
that integrates the currently available knowledge from linguistic and psychological research
into an implementation of acoustic packaging.
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4. A Computational Model of
Acoustic Packaging

While the previous chapters focused on psychological and linguistic findings related to
acoustic packaging this chapter will primarily focus on the technical realization of a model
that implements acoustic packaging. This requires to substantiate the current findings on
acoustic packaging where they lack sufficient detail an implementation requires. Thus, in
the following acoustic packaging will be conceptualized. This step is especially necessary
to clarify how the system should process and represent the input modalities and how
acoustic packages are created and structured. Additional related work regarding the
implementation will be reviewed subsequently. Finally, the resulting system architecture
and evaluation is described.

4.1. Scenario and Task Overview
The development of robots, that are able to interact with humans and learn action
from them, requires methods to segment actions into meaningful parts. The idea of
acoustic packaging is transferred to this context to fulfill two important tasks in tutoring
situations: The first task is to deliver bottom-up segmentation hypotheses about the
action presented; the second task is to form early learning units containing multimodal
information. These units could further be processed by other system components that
infer models about the actions currently presented. Another use case is the analysis of
human-human and human-robot interaction structure.
An example of a human-human tutoring situation is depicted in Figure 4.1. The child
observes a multimodal action demonstration where the tutor shows how to stack cups and
verbally comments his actions. According to the psychological findings on multimodal
processing, it is assumed that children are able to segment and learn from these multimodal
action demonstrations. Acoustic packaging follows the idea that redundant stimuli in
tutoring situations provide cues on how action demonstrations can initially be segmented.
Hirsh-Pasek and Golinkoff (1996) defined two roles acoustic packaging can take (see
Chapter 3). In the minimal role, acoustic packages are formed on repetition of an acoustic
chunk in conjunction with a particular event. In its maximal role, acoustic packaging can
fuse separate events into meaningful macroevents. The approach described in this chapter
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Figure 4.1.: Example of a tutoring situation where a participant demonstrates how to
stack cups to an infant Rohlfing et al. (2006).
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t

Figure 4.2.: Illustration of an audio-visual stream of events that is segmented into acoustic
packages based on their temporal overlap.

aims at the maximal role of acoustic packaging. Thus, the action structure represented
by acoustic packages is influenced by the tutors way of structuring the presentation to
the child.
In pursuing a concept of acoustic packaging the terms event and action need to be further
clarified. Here, both events and actions are used synonymously and defined as temporal
intervals that span chunks of sensory input. This input typically consists of acoustic
and visual information. Regarding semantics an event or action may contain a variably
sized segment of ongoing visual activity or acoustic activity. The details of segmentation
depend on sensory cues that provide information on how a modality is segmented. Thus,
acoustic packaging requires a segmentation process for each type of event it associates.
Acoustic packaging merges these events by associating visual events to acoustic events
based on their temporal overlap. In its minimal version an acoustic package consists of
a single speech segment and a single visual event. In case of the maximal role acoustic
packaging can take, multiple visual events are associated to a package, which is the
typical case (see Figure 4.2). This initial concept using two event sources does not
exclude events from further visual and acoustic cues from being associated to acoustic
packages. In a second development step of acoustic packaging this case will be described
(see Chapter 6).
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By operating on temporal segments acoustic packaging does not require modality processing that depends on complex conceptual knowledge such as object classes or lexical
information. This bottom-up design of acoustic packaging is consistent with being used
in a preverbal developmental phase where complex conceptual knowledge is not available
(see Section 3.2).
In summary, the core acoustic packaging system needs to perform the following tasks:
• Acoustic segmentation
• Temporal visual segmentation
• Temporal association

4.2. Related Work
Temporally segmenting continuous sensory information is required as a first step in
systems that subsequently operate on chunks of sensory information. Typically these
approaches are specialized to certain classes of information. Due to this specialization a
high number of different applications are available and the spectrum of methods is broad.
When considering acoustic and visual temporal segmentation strategies for acoustic
packaging, methods and features that are potentially available to a preverbal child
should be selected to avoid pre-learned knowledge. Therefore, the following review aims
at identifying common methods from different domains that are consistent with these
constraints. First, segmentation methods for both the visual and the acoustic modality
will be reviewed. Since one of acoustic packaging’s key tasks is to segment action, findings
related to action demonstration towards robots and segmentation of human interaction
will be reviewed additionally.

4.2.1. Acoustic Segmentation
Concerning the maximal role of the acoustic packaging system, accompanying speech
fuses multiple visual events to acoustic packages. This poses the question how speech can
be identified and segmented into semantic units. One option is to use prosodic features,
such as intonation, rhythm, and stress for speech segmentation. Theoretical models as,
for example, the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk, 1986) consider an utterance the topmost
semantic level. Utterances, however, can be segmented by using simple features such as
pauses. For example Wang et al. (2003) showed that pause duration features alone allow
to identify 80% of utterance boundaries in broadcast news. Since infant-directed speech
is typically more structured by pauses than broadcast news, an initial segmentation of
the acoustic signal into utterances provides reasonable semantic units, which can be
further segmented based on prosodic features in subsequent processing steps.
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Thus, first a method for segmenting speech into utterances and pauses is required. Voice
activity detection (VAD) methods are able to segment the acoustic signal into speech
and non-speech (pause) segments. The most basic VAD method is to use a threshold
on the acoustic signal energy for segmentation. However, in real world situations such
as adult-child interactions speech does not always occur in silence. Sometimes human
breathing noise or noises of toys might interfere with this approach. Thus, common VAD
techniques try to be noise robust (Ramı́rez et al., 2007).
From a technical point of view a VAD based segmentation approach is sufficient to
provide an acoustic segmentation for the acoustic packaging system, as it is only required
to detect the presence of accompanying speech. However, infants at 7.5 months are
already capable of reacting to familiar words in fluent speech (Jusczyk, 1999). On the
one hand, these findings show that acoustic segmentation based on VAD lies well within
the capabilities of preverbal infants. On the other hand, only using VAD for acoustic
segmentation reaches its limits when acoustic packages need to be further analyzed to
identify linguistic units in a subsequent development process as described in Section 3.2.1.
Therefore, acoustic processing has to be extensible to support further development of the
acoustic packaging system. Extensions to the acoustic segmentation methods described
in this chapter are introduced in Section 6.2.1.

4.2.2. Temporal Visual Segmentation
In computer vision systems temporal segmentation of human actions is often implicitly
defined by the activation of specialized classes as, for example, the start- and endpoint
of a hand trajectory. Regarding acoustic packaging a method is required that does not
rely on the detection of classes depending on a high interpretation level of the sensory
information. This way acoustic packaging is consistent with the limited amount of
world knowledge that is available to preverbal infants. The related work on event and
action segmentation reviewed in Chapter 2 shows that motion features and the capability
to detect visual changes seem to be important cues for action segmentation. These
features are also commonly used in systems that have a slightly different aim, namely the
segmentation of video sequences. However, the problem is comparable on a technical level.
Previous work associated with this area considers different ranges of motion segmentation
like detecting scene cuts in movies or segmenting group actions in meeting recordings. In
the following, we will group the relevant approaches according to their segmentation goal
and look at properties such as online processing or the capability of handling multimodal
input (see Table 4.1).
Scene Cut Detection
The problem of finding scene cuts in video sequences is often regarded with the goal to
summarize or index the video. The idea is to extract a sequence of stationary images from
the video in which each image represents the salient content of a certain video segment.
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These images are called key frames. Some of the work is focusing on detecting structure
in the video, which results from the video editing such as scene cuts (Gargi et al., 1998;
Janvier et al., 2006). Other work is focusing on selecting key frames within shots marked
by scene boundaries (Wolf, 2002). The key frames are selected at the local minima
of a motion feature based on optical flow. To put it in other words, in this approach,
discontinuities are detected in the feature stream. While some approaches are capable of
online processing (Wolf, 2002), others are designed for offline processing (Janvier et al.,
2006). The commonality is that all approaches use the visual modality only.

Action and Activity Segmentation
In many approaches, developments on action segmentation are motivated by recognizing
predefined classes as, for example, in Davis and Bobick (1997); Schuldt et al. (2004).
Even if generic features are used, these systems need to be trained on human labeled
data (Hunter, 2009). However, if the goal is to create a system inspired by developmental
learning, the categories and the structure of the action cannot be a-priori assumed.
Following the idea of analyzing video sequences without using pre-trained classes a more
complex approach than scene cut detection but with a similar basis is presented in Rui
and Anandan (2000). This approach specifically aims at segmenting human actions
into key poses. A key pose is understood as the boundary of a video segment, which
captures important human action changes. The key poses are detected by searching
temporal discontinuities in features based on optical flow that are supposed to carry
information about the movements of the human in the image. The authors discuss
potential applications such as summarizing video sequences, action recognition and
segmentation, and selecting key frames in video compression tasks. Recently, Buchsbaum
et al. (2011) described a different approach. Here, videos displaying human activity are
segmented into spatio-temporal features called visual words and clustered subsequently.
The authors were able to show that changes in the distribution of these clusters correlate
to human boundary judgments. Additionally, their model is able to identify further
structure based on the statistical occurrence of visual words in similar contexts which is
especially the case for repeated actions. Systems to find action structure have also been
used to analyze parent infant interaction. In Nagai and Rohlfing (2009), a visual saliency
model is used to detect structural information in parent-infant interaction. With a view
on designing developmental capabilities in action learning on robots, Nagai and Rohlfing
showed that their model is able to detect the initial and final states of actions as well as
highlighting properties of objects.

Summary
As outlined above, both approaches, scene cut detection and action segmentation, have
the detection of discontinuities in features derived from the video sequence in common.
But as can be seen in Table 4.1, most of the work focuses on one modality exclusively
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Reference

Segmentation Goal

Online

Predefined
Classes

Temporal
Representation

Buchsbaum et al. (2011)

Human actions from multiple
corpora including everyday actions
Classes of aerobic actions
Scene cuts in broadcast video
Initial and final states of a
manipulation task
Key poses of household chores
Classes of human actions
(e.g. running, boxing)
Key frames in movies

no

no

intervals

yes
no
yes

yes
no
no

intervals
boundaries
boundaries

?
?

no
yes

boundaries
intervals

yes

no

boundaries

Davis and Bobick (1997)
Janvier et al. (2006)
Nagai and Rohlfing (2009)
Rui and Anandan (2000)
Schuldt et al. (2004)
Wolf (2002)

Table 4.1.: Overview of visual motion segmentation approaches.
and is rarely online capable. This is especially the case with increasing complexity of the
method. Furthermore, most approaches use points in time as the only representation
of their segmentation results. Thus, there is no explicit representation of the segments
found, which can further be interpreted.

4.2.3. Multimodal Event Detection and Segmentation
The benefit of processing more than the visual modality has been shown for a variety
of tasks. For example Rapantzikos et al. (2007) described a saliency model processing
both the visual and acoustic modality to find keyframes relevant for video summarization
purposes. The resulting acoustic and visual saliency ratings are weighted and combined.
The ratings are functions over time that are combined locally. Temporal relations between
events are not considered in this model. Thus, the segmentation strategy is very similar
to visual only video segmentation.
Since human communication is inherently multimodal, similar methods have also been
applied to automatically segment meeting recordings. Here, the segmentation goal is
to identify coarse grained categories. In Zhang et al. (2004), these categories consist of
group actions such as one participant speaking continuously or most participants being
engaged in conversations. The authors use several high-level visual features such as head
and hand positions as well as audio features such as speech activity and pitch. They
report evaluation of different HMM based approaches for automatic clustering of group
actions. However, although multimodal cues are taken into account in this approach, no
explicit use of the synchrony between the modalities is made. Rather, the relationship
between the modalities is modeled statistically through the temporal structure provided
by the HMMs.
In contrast, some audiovisual saliency approaches try to explicitly model synchronous
acoustic and visual events. The idea is that many physical events have both acoustic and
visual correlates which are highly synchronous. For example a cup that is tapped on a
table correlates with visual change and an acoustic energy peak. Models for audiovisual
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saliency exploit this relationship to perform both spatial and temporal segmentation of
audio-visual signals. In Hershey and Movellan (1999) this low-level approach is used to
locate sound sources in a video signal by identifying areas that correlate with the acoustic
signal. Using a method inspired by the work of Hershey and Movellan, more recently
Rolf et al. (2009) found differences in synchrony between infant- and adult-directed
interactions. Therefore, synchrony might be a useful cue for analyzing demonstrated
actions in a tutoring scenario. However, this method focuses on acoustic and visual events
that coincide on a low level, while the concept of acoustic packaging is more flexible
regarding modality specific segments that overlap but differ in their on- and offsets.

4.2.4. Insights from Human-Robot Teaching Scenarios
In interactive systems such as robotic scenarios multimodal information is typically not
processed in a bottom-up manner as acoustic packaging is designed. However, systems
that interact with humans need to be able to segment actions depending on the scenario.
In the following, systems categorized in two different types of scenarios will be reviewed.
Systems designed for programming by demonstration scenarios usually learn to repeat
and adapt actions that are demonstrated towards the system. The question, how these
actions are segmented is relevant for the design of the acoustic packaging system. A
second very broad spectrum of interactive systems is defined by their commonality to
learn from multimodal cues in interaction with humans. These systems need to segment
and associate different modalities to achieve their learning goal and can thus be related
to acoustic packagings tasks.

Programming by Demonstration
When human users teach actions towards a robot their interaction with the system
and their demonstrations need to be segmented. The difference to temporal visual
segmentation (see Section 4.2.2) is that here action sequences are typically demonstrated
towards the system. The system is mostly not a distant observer and is expected to
respond by imitating the demonstrations. Thus, in many systems local features such as
hand trajectories or subgoals are of more interest than global features covering the whole
interaction partner.
In general, programming by demonstration systems can be divided based on their action
representation (Dillmann et al., 2010). One group of systems represents actions on a
more symbolic level such as subactions that can be bound to visually perceived goals.
Kuniyoshi et al. (1994) described one of the early systems learning the structure of block
assembly tasks demonstrated by humans. In their approach a temporal segmentation
method of action sequences is described that does not require explicit signals by the
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human user. Initially segmentation is realized by detecting changes in the visual scene.
The changes are then further analyzed and propagated to a symbolic level by classifying
action primitives in the context of manipulating blocks in the scene.
Another group of systems represents actions on a trajectory level. Initially these systems
primarily recorded and replayed single human demonstrations while more recent implementations are more flexible (Schaal, 1999). Many of these system require specialized
— typically unimodal — features that can be translated to robot movements. Such
movements are generally tracked either visually, for example, by tracking markers or by
a sensor glove. The corresponding systems try to generalize from this demonstration
data, which requires appropriate segments that can be grouped. Pardowitz et al. (2008)
use visual cues related to the hand and object movements in order to derive a gestaltbased action segmentation. In other approaches, different kinds of inherent movement
structure and implicitly coded world knowledge is used allowing for a meaningful action
segmentation (Ekvall and Kragic, 2005; Kang and Ikeuchi, 1993).
In addition to the segmentation and learning methods used in programming by demonstration systems, an interaction strategy is also important since a single demonstration
is usually not enough to learn a skill (Calinon and Billard, 2007). Thus, Calinon and
Billard propose a system that keeps the human in the loop by incrementally learning a
skill on trajectory level from multiple demonstration modalities. The robot learns an
initial approximation of the task by observing tracking markers. Incorporating kinesthetic
features from subsequent interactions with the tutor refines the skill.
While programming by demonstration systems mainly use specialized features such as
marker tracking and scenario constraints for action segmentation the related work shows
that an incremental approach is important for interactive systems to keep the tutor in
the loop by providing feedback. Although these systems typically do not operate on
concurrent multimodal data different modalities were sequentially exploited to support
different stages in acquiring a skill. Furthermore, the related work shows that detecting
visual change can be used to segment actions in a programming by demonstration scenario,
although in the end a classification based on preprogrammed knowledge was performed.

Learning using Multimodal Information in Robotics
The interaction in human robot teaching scenarios is more complex than the aspects
illuminated by programming by demonstration systems. Therefore, a broad spectrum of
system exists that also learn from humans but their learning or interaction strategy has
different aims although their learning goals overlap to a certain extent with the system
described above. In the following, systems will be introduced that use multimodal input
to facilitate learning using different strategies.
Similar to programming by demonstration systems, one branch of them interprets
verbal and gestural instructions to execute and learn tasks that can be constructed of
preprogrammed primitives. Their interaction strategy is to incorporate different inputs
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such as gesture and speech to identify the relevant items and action primitives that need
to be applied. In these systems interaction is mainly seen as a high level control method
for robots (Biggs and Macdonald, 2003).
However, natural interaction with humans is usually more bidirectional as, for example, in
collaborative tasks. Breazeal et al. (2004) describe a system that learns a task hierarchy in
collaboration with a human partner. Here the robot uses speech, visual scene information,
as well as gestures to recognize human intentions. Instead of solely acquiring task
knowledge by observation, the robot uses facial expressions and gestures to communicate
its knowledge to facilitate collaboration. Furthermore, the system communicates turns
by shifting gaze from the scene to the interaction partner. However, in this approach,
implicit knowledge about the action is used for the process of action segmentation, which
limits the system’s capabilities in this regard. Nevertheless, the findings of Breazeal
et al. show that in collaborative situations, interaction needs to be processed online to
provide the necessary feedback. Additionally, social feedback facilitates collaboration and
structures social interaction with the system.
Similarly to the previously introduced approaches that consider task knowledge, in the
domain of object learning, systems exist that associate modalities: Zhang and Weng
(2003) described a system, where both the visual and the acoustic cue are used for learning
object names and sizes. In this system, the tutor positively or negatively rewards the
learning agent depending on whether the extracted visual features, the extracted acoustic
features, and the learned association between the visual and acoustic features result in
a correct response from the learning agent. The reward is used by the learning agent
to tune both the association between modalities and the feature extraction within each
modality. However, during learning only very synchronous visual and acoustic features
are associated. Thus, the performance of the system depends on when precisely the
tutor names the object while moving it in front of the robot, showing it, and moving
it out of sight again. If the object is named at the beginning or end of this action the
performance is degraded. A segmentation strategy that segments the action towards the
robot and exploits synchrony on a segment level could yield better results, since it does
not enforce learning on highly synchronous but less optimal visual features. In contrast
to the system described by Breazeal et al., here the tutor needs to provide the correct
input to the system and the system’s response is limited to reacting on queries. Thus,
temporal segmentation of the interaction is provided by the tutor.
The latter point — providing the right input — can be an issue for inexperienced
users interacting with a robot, since they have very limited information on the robot’s
capabilities. A passive system that only responds to queries can even generate false
expectations and users may have to determine the right interaction strategy with the robot
in an iterative and frustrating process. This problem can be addressed by robots that
actively communicate towards humans and thus provide information on how to interact
with them. An implementation of this idea is described by Lütkebohle et al. (2009). In
an interactive object learning scenario the system initiates the dialog by pointing to an
object and asking for its label. Thus, the system provides interaction structure to the
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user by communicating which information it is interested in and, therefore, probably able
to process. Furthermore, associating the linguistic information provided by the human
interaction partner to objects is simplified. Although the learning process uses symbolic
information from a dialog system these findings suggest that further developed systems
which can take the initiative and provide feedback benefit from receiving information
they require.
The previously described systems mainly use visual and acoustic cues and rely on
synchrony for segmenting sensory information and learning. Only few systems exist that
make use of other amodal cues. In Fitzpatrick et al. (2006) a system is described that
uses rhythm to identify repeated information from several modalities and synchrony
to detect their causal relation. Their approach uses visual input, acoustic input, and
proprioceptive joint data available on the underlying robotic platform. On each modality
a period estimation and segmentation step is performed to extract repeating units from
the signal. The resulting units are then associated across modalities if they temporally
coincide within a certain tolerance. The system has been tested with different rhythmic
actions that span modalities as, for example, tambourine shaking (visual–acoustic) and
shaking the robot’s own arm (proprioceptive–visual–acoustic). The authors argue that
including proprioceptive information allows the robot to acquire knowledge about its
own body characteristics. Furthermore, the segmentation method facilitates identifying
generalizable visual and acoustic information since it tends to strip context dependent
information. However, when a robots needs to segment and learn goal oriented actions,
this method is not able to segment the actions or the relevant objects since goal oriented
actions are typically not rhythmically repeated. In certain situations, where, for example,
a tutor tries to get the attention of the system by tapping an object this method is able
to segments these parts.

4.2.5. Summary
Acoustic packaging can be related to findings in acoustic segmentation, temporal visual
segmentation, and multimodal event detection. Further relevant findings are provided
by models for multimodal processing in robotic systems since they are not only tuned
towards perception but additionally consider interactive aspects. The related work in
this domain provides insights on how systems for multimodal action segmentation can be
designed.
The acoustic modality can be segmented into utterances using voice activity detection
methods. This assumes that utterances are bounded by non-speech or silence, which is in
accordance with its phonetic definition. Considering the high level of structuring in child
directed speech, this seems to be a valid approach. However, during further development
a more detailed segmentation might become necessary.
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For the visual modality various segmentation methods are available. In many cases
they are tuned towards their segmentation goal as, for example, scene changes in movies
or human activities (see Section 4.2.2). The general idea behind visual segmentation
is detecting temporal discontinuities. Visual segmentation methods use features that
represent the change in visual input either globally or more locally by analyzing movement
features such as human body or hand motion.
Methods operating on multimodal data can be found in segmentation of meeting recordings
and in multimodal saliency models. In this context multimodal segmentation is realized
by combining features from the visual and acoustic modality. How these features are
combined depends on the relationship between the modalities and the segmentation goal.
The group of multimodal saliency models assumes physical relationship between the
visual and acoustic information they process. Therefore, they tend to combine features
locally assuming a high level of synchrony between the relevant features.
On a more abstract level such as the classification of group actions in meeting recordings,
speech is not necessarily highly synchronous with actions (see Section 4.2.3). Thus, the
temporal relationship between the visual and acoustic modality is statistically modeled
to allow for these deviations. This relationship also impacts the temporal representations
used. Most methods focus on detecting single events leading to representations which
are based on boundaries rather than interval based temporal representations. The latter
is typically the case when the input data is classified after segmentation.
In the context of robotics further unimodal and multimodal action segmentation methods
have been developed. In programming by demonstration systems, action is typically
segmented based on goals of the ongoing action. The problem is simplified by tracking
specific features such as hands or markers. Many systems represent action on a symbolic
level to enable linking them to preprogrammed action primitives. Non symbolic action
learning uses trajectory level representations. Action segmentation is usually performed
by detecting goals or by other preprogrammed world knowledge. In addition to visual
input a number of systems incorporates speech to allow for naming action primitives
or objects in interaction with humans. Only few systems in robotics use more cues
for segmentation than synchrony such as detecting repetitions to find structure in the
multimodal sensory stream (see Section 4.2.4).
One important difference in robotics compared to solely perceptual models is that
interaction with humans is regarded. Keeping the human in an interactive loop supports
learning algorithms that need to acquire a sufficient amount of data to be effective.
Additional reasons for interaction are that systems need to acquire the right data. Thus,
the user needs to know how to interact with the system and which information should
be provided. Designing proactive systems has been shown to be effective in solving this
problem, since they can actively communicate to the user in a way that structures the
interaction. These aspects will be considered in the design of the acoustic packaging
system, which will be described in the next section.
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4.3. The Acoustic Packaging System
The previous summary offers a number of methods on how to segment acoustic and visual
sensory input, that can be considered in designing a system for acoustic packaging. The
requirements for the underlying model of acoustic packaging result from selecting methods
for action segmentation that are sensible from an engineering viewpoint as well as with
regard to the psychological findings described in the Chapters 2 and 3. Further design
issues concern properties of acoustic packaging necessary for its application in interactive
robotic scenarios. These aspects are discussed in the following section. Subsequently
the implementation of the acoustic packaging system will be described. Portions of this
section were previously published by the author (Schillingmann et al., 2009b).

4.3.1. Requirements
As a first step towards the development of a computational model of acoustic packaging
the segmentation problem has to be solved. The related work reviewed previously, shows
that detecting change is a common concept in systems that segment visual and acoustic
input. This approach is consistent with the psychological findings on action segmentation
and acoustic packaging (see Chapters 2 and 3). The general role of acoustic packaging
is to segment multimodal action demonstrations into learning units that can further
be processed in a developmental action and language learning context. Hence, the
segmentation methods should not require pre-trained classes which makes the idea of
change detection for segmentation a sensible candidate. Since the model has to make
use of at least one visual and one acoustic cue, a temporal segmentation for both cues is
required. The segmentation problem is addressed for both cues in detail in Sections 4.3.3
and 4.3.4.
A second problem is the temporal synchronization of these sensory cues. The difficulty
here is, that hypotheses from audio and vision processing are typically generated neither
at the same time nor in the same rate. One reason is the different temporal resolutions
necessary for visual and acoustic processing. Furthermore, visual and acoustic processing
might introduce different processing latencies. Thus, temporal synchrony has to be
exploited, which itself can be considered as an amodal cue, that provides information
about what segments should be packaged. A timestamp concept addresses the amodal
property and is used in the acoustic packaging process in order to associate the different
cues. Furthermore, the system should not only look for events that are aligned with
events from the other modality in a strictly synchronous way but allow for tolerance
when associating events by looking at their temporal overlap. Although accompanying
speech overlaps with action demonstrations, it does not imply highly synchronous on- or
offsets as, for example, in physical causal events.
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Figure 4.3.: System overview with highlighted layers and their relation to the acoustic
packaging system.
Another requirement concerns the architecture which should be extensible. The integration
of additional cues or modules that perform further processing towards learning on the
acoustic packages should be facilitated by the architecture. Since a socially interactive
robot should give feedback during tutoring, the system has to be online usable and able
to cope with updating hypotheses. However, the system should not be limited online
sensory sources but also support offline processing to produce repeatable analyses of
interaction data.
Finally, tools to debug and evaluate the Acoustic Packaging system are important. This
sets up the requirements of visualization, which will provide support for the inspection in
the development of the system.

4.3.2. System Overview
The system for acoustic packaging proposed here consists of four modules (see Figure 4.3).
These modules communicate events through a central memory, the so called Active
Memory (Fritsch and Wrede, 2007). The Active Memory notifies components about
event types they have subscribed to and is able to store these events persistently. It
establishes an integration framework that supports a decoupled design of the participating
modules facilitating integration of further processing modules. This directly addresses
the architectural requirement of extensibility. Furthermore, the Active Memory can be
queried for events that are persistently stored to allow for inspection tools that access
and analyze events processed in the past.
All signal processing modules are connected to the Active Memory. In this configuration of
the system two modules process the acoustic and visual modality and insert the resulting
events into the memory. Acoustic packaging is performed by a temporal association
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module that subscribes to modality specific events, forms acoustic packages, and inserts
acoustic packaging event types into the memory. The visualization and inspection module
is able to listen to all event types within the acoustic packaging system as well as to
retrieve events persistently stored.
All events are modeled as temporal intervals that contain basic information about their
temporal location within the sensory stream the system processes. Thus, all events have
a begin and an end timestamp in common. For online processing these timestamp values
refer to the time the signal was acquired as opposed to the time the event is generated
which is affected by processing delays. During offline processing, the timestamps are
determined on the basis of the current sample or frame number while reading a file.
This method ensures that offline processing generates repeatable results where relations
between events are temporally consistent regardless of the order they are processed.
During processing the system has to handle possibly unstable hypotheses that are subject
to change in the short future. Thus, all events possess a stable attribute to inform
further processing modules about the state of each event. The rationale here is to support
different latency classes. A future module processing events for long-term learning might
require only stable events while a module processing events to provide feedback requires
very recent but not necessarily stable information.

4.3.3. Acoustic Segmentation
As described in Section 4.2.1 infant-directed actions exhibit more, and more structured
pauses than adult-directed actions, it seems appropriate to segment the acoustic signal
simply into speech and non-speech (pause) segments. Related to the perceptual mechanism
of change detection (see Section 4.3.1) the idea is to segment the acoustic modality based
on changes in voice activity. Yet in a relatively noisy environment such as the described
experimental setting (see Section 4.1), the separation of speech from non-speech is a
difficult task. Therefore, instead of a simple voice activity detection algorithm based solely
on a signal energy threshold, a more sophisticated approach is used: The audio signal is
processed using the ESMERALDA speech recognizer (Fink, 1999), which is configured to
use an acoustic model for monophoneme recognition derived from a model based on the
Verbmobil corpus (Kohler et al., 1994). Phonotactics are modeled statistically via an
n-gram model. An acoustic segment is defined as speech framed by non-speech. Since
the acoustic model contains noise models in addition to the phoneme models, non-speech
is more robustly recognized as if only the signal energy was used as a criterion for voice
activity. As a consequence, a continuous chain of phoneme hypotheses generated by
the speech recognizer is considered as a speech segment. The speech recognizer inserts
those phoneme hypotheses as well as the corresponding audio signal into the Active
Memory. As the recognition process is incremental, during processing of an utterance
the hypotheses are continuously updated until the speech segment ends and is marked
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Figure 4.4.: The left image depicts a person showing a cup. The middle image displays
the corresponding motion history image. The right image illustrates the
approach to visually segment actions via the amount of motion per frame.

as stable. For the case of online speech segmentation a typical configuration introduces
a delay of 300 ms until the speech recognizer assumes that the corresponding phoneme
hypotheses have become stable during incremental speech recognition.

4.3.4. Visual Action Segmentation
The design decisions regarding visual action segmentation follow the idea to use simple
features that do not require to include a large amount of previous knowledge into the
system. Furthermore, these features need to be consistent with the existing psychological
findings on event and action segmentation (see Chapter 2). Taking the existing findings
on automatic visual temporal segmentation and event segmentation into account (see
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3), movement features have been successfully used as a common
cue for segmentation. Another cue that is closely related is visual change which correlates
to motion. Change detection and segmentation based on these cues can be realized by
finding discontinuities in the visual signal. Thus, the visual signal is segmented at minima
in local motion into motion peaks. Each peak ranges between two local minima in the
amount of change in the visual signal. To understand this approach the occurrence of
motion peaks is related to action in the following example. If someone shows a cup, there
is typically a motion minimum at the point where the cup is hold still or slowed down for
a short moment. When the cup is accelerated again, on its way to be put on the table,
a local maximum in the amount of motion can be observed. Another local minimum
occurs when the cup is eventually put on the table. This observation is the motivation
for this heuristic approach to segment actions into motion peaks.
The segmentation into motion peaks is technically realized by an approach based on
motion history images (Davis and Bobick, 1997). A graphical plugin environment (Lömker
et al., 2006) has been used as framework to implement the visual segmentation method
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Parameter Name

Value

Motion history size
Peak detection window size
Minimal motion threshold
Minimal relative motion peak height

10 frames
14 frames
0.001% of
0.005% of

(for 25 fps video input)
(for 25 fps video input)
the image’s pixel count
the image’s pixel count

Table 4.2.: Values of relevant parameters for the motion segmentation module in a typical
configuration.

as a reusable plugin. The plugin reads input from a plugin developed by Ingo Lütkebohle,
which provides motion history images. In the following, the visual segmentation method
is described.
The amount of motion is calculated per frame by summing up the motion history image
(see Figure 4.4). In the amount of motion, local minima are detected with the help of a
sliding window that is updated at each time step. If the value at the center of the window
is smaller than the local neighborhood, a minimum is detected. Very small changes are
considered as no motion and filtered out by applying a threshold. Small local peaks are
suppressed by using a sufficient window size that is yet small enough to not affect human
movements. In addition, the peak height relative to the amount of motion at the position
of the local minima is calculated. This relative peak height can optionally be used to
filter small local peaks. In a typical configuration the parameters for the visual action
segmentation module are set as depicted in Table 4.2.
The current model considers the complete image when detecting local motion minima. It
is therefore also sensitive to motion in the video that is not related to the demonstrated
action, which – in a more focused approach – could be coped with by ignoring certain
parts of the image. However, this approach is designed to limit prior knowledge with
respect to space and content of visual information to be consistent with the bottom-up
strategy the acoustic packaging approach follows. It has to be noted that children
possess certain prior knowledge as, for example, a preference for attending faces, which
is suspected to be innate (Rosa Salva et al., 2011).
When a local minimum is detected, an event describing the motion peak between the
previous and the current motion minimum is inserted into the Active Memory. The
description contains the peak’s time interval and the frames at the minima from the
beginning and end of the motion peak. Furthermore, the position of the maximum as well
as the absolute and relative peak height are included in the description. However, this
method would insert the most recent peak only if the next minimum has been detected,
which would introduce a delay. With respect to the requirement of online processing
a partial description of the most recent peak is continuously reflected into the Active
Memory as long as the next local minimum has not been determined. Afterwards the
current description is marked as stable.
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Figure 4.5.: Motion and speech intervals are assigned to an acoustic package if they
overlap. The middle motion interval has been assigned to the second acoustic
package due to greater overlap.

4.3.5. Temporal Association
As already pointed out as a requirement, both, the motion peaks and the speech segments,
need to be temporally associated in order to form acoustic packages. The temporal
association module subscribes to events communicated through the Active Memory and
maintains a timeline for different types of time intervals. In the following, the processing
of motion peaks and speech segments is considered. When a new event arrives, the
segment is aligned to its modality-specific timeline. In the next step, the temporal
relations to the segments on the other timeline are calculated for which a subset of the
relations defined in Allen (1983) is used. When overlapping speech and motion segments
are found on the timelines, acoustic packages are created. In the case that motion
segments overlap with two different speech segments, the one with the larger overlap
is chosen (see Figure 4.5 for the association process). Thus, a motion segment cannot
bind multiple speech segments together. However, multiple motion segments can be
associated to one speech segment to form an acoustic package. Therefore, the length of
an acoustic packages is in general larger than a single utterance. An example of multiple
motion peaks, which were associated to one acoustic package, is depicted in Figure 4.6. A
typical acoustic package has an average length of three seconds and contains 1.5 motion
peaks. In contrast, a typical utterance length from adult-child interaction segmented by
the system is about one second long. Thus, the combination of visual and the acoustic
segments provides a higher level segmentation than considering the individual modalities.
In Chapter 5, more examples of segmentation into acoustic packages will be discussed,
and a detailed evaluation on the properties of acoustic packages will be presented.
When hypotheses from the signal processing modules are updated (e.g. a speech segment
is extended), the corresponding acoustic package is updated as well. The temporal
association module has to process a large number of events. These events can either
be new hypotheses or updates of existing hypotheses. Since the aim is to process
these events online, this approach requires inserting and updating of incoming time
intervals to be handled computationally efficient: Each incoming time interval has to
be aligned to the timelines of the other modality. Furthermore, the module should
allow asynchrony between the incoming events of the different modalities. This requires
handling potential processing delays on the one hand. On the other hand, it eases
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Figure 4.6.: Frames at the beginning and end of three motion peaks which were associated
to one acoustic package because of temporal overlap with the utterance “the
red one into the yellow one”.

debugging and offline processing. Since the hypotheses for each modality are generated
in independent processes, the association module should not rely on the order of events.
The strategy, which addresses these requirements, is explained in the following.
Maintaining a structure, that preserves the order of time intervals is a central concept
of the temporal association module. For example, the timeline for speech contains
intervals with the hypotheses of the speech recognizer. Since intervals of a single timeline
have the property of being sorted and do not overlap, the insertion point can easily be
found by performing a binary search on the timeline. The same method is used when
modalities are associated in the process of forming acoustic packages. In the case of an
incoming speech interval, the insertion point of the speech interval in the motion timeline
is determined (see Figure 4.7). After that, the temporal relations of the speech interval
to each interval in the local neighborhood in the motion timeline are calculated. Motion
peaks overlapping with the speech intervals are associated to the same acoustic package
as the speech interval or a new acoustic package is created. In the case, in which a motion
peak is already associated with an acoustic package, the motion peak is reassigned. This
depends on whether it has a larger overlap with the current speech interval. In the case
of an incoming motion peak, the same procedure is applied. The insertion point of the
motion peak in the speech timeline is determined and the motion peak is associated to
the acoustic package with the most overlapping speech interval. The construction and
update of packages is mirrored into the Active Memory. This step accords with the idea
to realize an online usable system.
The temporal association module is not only a key component of the acoustic packaging
system because it associates events and forms acoustic packages. It provides extension
points to the system as, for example, if further segmentation modules are integrated the
segments can be associated to acoustic packages by adding a timeline for the respective
event types. The resulting acoustic packages can be processed by modules that learn or
generate feedback in robotic scenarios which is another extension point. Both temporal
processing and accessing synchronized information that spans modalities is simplified for
modules operating on acoustic packages. Since acoustic packages are also persistently
stored in the Active Memory they can be recalled later to analyze past segmentation
results. This property is also important for the visualization and inspection module
described in the next section.
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Figure 4.7.: The temporal association module can handle any asynchrony between input
cues by maintaining timelines for each modality. The Figure illustrates how
the arrival of a new speech segment is efficiently handled.

4.3.6. Visualization and Inspection
Since the temporal synchrony is one important cue for this system, tools are needed
that analyze the acoustic packaging process and the temporal relations of the involved
sensory cues. Figure 4.8 shows the visualization tool, monitoring events, which are
communicated to the Active Memory by other processing modules. The first plot displays
the amount of motion over time. The second but empty row displays further cues that
will be introduced in Chapter 6. The third row shows the signal energy that gives an
estimate about speech activity. The forth row visualizes the hypotheses as time intervals
coming from the acoustic segmentation, the visual action segmentation and the temporal
association module. More specifically, the first line displays the speech recognition results:
The lighter areas mark non-speech hypotheses like, for example, noise. The second line
displays the temporal extensions of the motion peaks. The third line visualizes the results
of the acoustic packaging module. Since under certain conditions the temporal extensions
of two neighboring acoustic packages overlap, only the range of motion peaks (which
have been associated to one acoustic package) is visualized currently.
In fulfilling the requirement of support for visualization and inspection, Figure 4.9 shows
the inspection tool, which is able to query all segmentation hypotheses from the Active
Memory. The inspection tool can be combined with the tool for visualization of the cues
(Figure 4.8) to inspect hypotheses persistently stored in the Active Memory. The time
intervals selected currently in both, the visual and the acoustic cues, are highlighted
enabling inspection of their temporal relations. Figure 4.9 shows the inspection tool in a
state where it displays details of acoustic packages namely the temporal extents of acoustic
packages and the segmentation hypotheses associated to it. The corresponding interval
is automatically highlighted in the cue visualization window (see Figure 4.8, rows 4–6).
The modality specific segmentation hypotheses can also be inspected by selecting the
respective modality in the tab view to provide means of analyzing the segmentation
results. Speech, for example, can be replayed to assess the speech segmentation results.
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Figure 4.8.: Cue visualization tool showing motion peaks (row 1), acoustic signal energy
(row 3), speech segmentation (row 4), visual segmentation (row 5), and
acoustic packages (row 6).

Figure 4.9.: Inspection tool showing a list of acoustic packages with details on each
package’s temporal extent and its associated segmentation hypotheses.
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Furthermore, if a motion peak is selected, the inspection tool displays the frames at
the beginning and the end of the selected peak. Taken together, these features of the
inspection tool help to rate, optimize and debug the acoustic packaging system and its
parameters.

4.4. Conclusion
Acoustic packaging can be viewed as perceptual mechanism that assists infants in binding
sequences of observed actions in order to form one meaningful unit. In this chapter a
computational approach towards modeling acoustic packaging in a tutoring scenario has
been described. The present approach was developed with scenarios for human-robot
interaction and the analysis of interaction data in mind. The implementation uses simple
bottom-up cues to segment the signal streams of each modality. Speech is segmented
into utterances and the visual signal is segmented into motion peaks. The segments
derived are then bound together based on their temporal overlap relations defining a new
segmentation of the multimodal input stream into acoustic packages.
The modality specific segmentation methods have been selected with respect to psychological findings on event and action segmentation as well as multimodal processing (see
Chapters 2 and 3). In accordance with these findings, the review of existing systems and
methods (see Section 4.2) identified motion features as promising candidates for visual
segmentation. More complex methods are typically tuned towards specific tasks and
features and thus are not compatible with the view of acoustic packaging as an early
segmentation and binding process in preverbal children with limited world knowledge. For
speech segmentation voice activity detection has been selected as method, since it reflects
structuring with pauses. The binding process maintains a timeline for each modality
to handle asynchrony of speech and motion hypotheses and to efficiently determine the
necessary overlap relations to form acoustic packages.
The system design follows a modular concept and is capable of online processing multimodal input both offline and online. Furthermore, the architecture facilitates the
integration of further processing modules. To this point, modules for acoustic segmentation, visual action segmentation and temporal association have been presented. A
visualization and inspection module helps to debug and further optimize the system. As
a whole, the systems capabilities fulfill the prerequisites necessary for being integrated in
robotic platforms. The presented approach is a solid basis for supporting action learning
in human-robot interactions. On the one hand, the derived acoustic packages form
multimodal units that can be used for further learning processes, such as simple mapping
processes between words and objects. On the other hand, acoustic packages binding
visual and acoustic information into a sequence promise to be a valuable resource for
human-robot interaction in a tutoring scenario as they provide cues for a possible feedback.
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Acoustic packaging should thus reflect how tutors structure their action demonstrations,
which has to be verified. This point will be taken up in the following chapter, where
evaluations of the system system on interaction data will be analyzed.
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5. Acoustic Packaging as Analysis Tool for
Multimodal Interaction

In the previous chapter the basis implementation of the acoustic packaging system was
described but no evaluation results were reported. Therefore, this chapter focuses on
results generated by processing multimodal interaction data with the acoustic packaging
system. First, this chapter will deal with the evaluation of the acoustic packaging system.
The evaluation methodology used here compares differences between adult child and adult
adult interaction. First, the reasons for this procedure will be discussed. Subsequently,
the evaluation results will be reported and discussed. Second, the acoustic packaging
system will be used to analyze adult-child interactions with respect to different child age
groups and compare them to adult-adult interaction. Third, adult-robot interaction will
be analyzed and related to the previous results.

5.1. How can Acoustic Packaging be Evaluated?
It is important to emphasize that the acoustic packaging system delivers bottom-up
hypotheses for the segmentation of action demonstrations in tutoring situations and
provides no high level classification on the semantic level of the processed sequences.
In a sophisticated cognitive system, these obtained bottom-up hypotheses need to be
further processed by learning modules. A robot used in interaction frequently can verify
and refine these hypotheses. This requires an evaluation of acoustic packaging within
interaction, which makes it problematic to evaluate it as a subsystem alone. Since acoustic
packaging is based on a process early in infant development it should have no access
to complex conceptual information that allows for evaluation in terms of classification
accuracy.
This problem persists when agreement of segmentation boundaries with adults is used as
an evaluation method. On the one hand, this evaluation method has already identified
that human event segmentation correlates with motion features. The corresponding
findings from the area of event and action segmentation are summarized in Chapter 2.
On the other hand, if adults segment action, their existing conceptual knowledge likely
interacts with their boundary placement decisions. Thus, at a lower level several sensible
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Figure 5.1.: An adult demonstrates how to stack cups to a child.

action segmentations are possible. In the following, two examples are presented, which
illustrate how action is segmented into acoustic packages. Based on these examples, we
will discuss issues concerning the evaluation of segmentation correctness.
The first example stems from a tutoring situation (see Figure 5.1). In this situation, a
mother is taking a red cup, raising it and finally turning it towards the child. While
showing it to the child she says “the red one”. After a short pause, the mother continues
to move the red cup over the yellow cup while saying “in the yellow one”, and drops
it afterwards. In the second example, another mother takes the red cup and puts it
directly into the yellow cup while saying “the red one in the yellow one”. When the first
example is processed, two acoustic packages are formed: The first package consists of the
acoustic segment “the red one” associated with taking and raising the cup. The second
contains the utterance “into the yellow one” associated with moving and dropping the
red cup. In contrast, the second example results in a single acoustic package containing
the utterance “the red one into the yellow one”. It is associated with a visual event,
which ranges from moving the cup to the cup in its final position. In both examples, the
task is the same, but the way of communicating the task to the learner differs in the
way the action is structured, which is reflected in the segmentation provided by acoustic
packaging. Although the packages differ, both segmentations are meaningful in the sense
that the key frames and the acoustic segments associated with the acoustic packages
contain the necessary information to describe the action.
As shown by the two examples, the fact that — given the same task — acoustic packaging
can deliver different results in segmentation, can be an advantage for the learner on the
one hand: It simply enables the learner to collect different segmentations for the same
action. This way and over time, the learner may be able to form a representation on
a more conceptual level. On the other hand, the variability in segmentation makes it
more difficult to determine an objective ground truth for action segmentation on the
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ACI

AAI

Figure 5.2.: Segmentation of a stacking cups task into acoustic packages in two conditions.
The adult’s interaction with a child (ACI) is compared to the acoustic
packaging results of the same adult’s interaction with another adult (AAI).

level on which acoustic packaging operates. Therefore, a different approach to provide
an initial evaluation of the acoustic packaging system is chosen here. The idea is to
compare tutoring behavior between two interaction conditions which differ in the tutor’s
interaction partner. In one condition the tutor interacts with a child, while in the other
condition the learner is another adult.

5.2. Evaluation of Acoustic Packaging on Adult-Adult and
Adult-Child Interaction Data
With reference to previous research (Zukow-Goldring, 1996; Rohlfing et al., 2006), it
can be hypothesized, that parents structure their actions more when interacting with
their children. Parents use shorter utterances and synchronize demonstrations, as, for
example, showing an object more frequently with speech as compared towards adults (see
Section 3.2.3 for more findings in this direction). Therefore, the acoustic packaging system
is expected to generate more packages in an adult-child condition than in an adult-adult
condition. Another expectation is that adult-adult interaction (AAI) is less structured
when compared to adult-child interaction (ACI). Since adults perform their actions and
narrations more fluently when interacting with each other, a larger amount of motion
segments per package is expected than compared to the adult-child condition. Both
effects can be observed in Figure 5.2 which depicts a segmentation of two interactions
into acoustic packages. In the first interaction, an adult demonstrated a stacking cups
task to a child, while in the second interaction, the same adult demonstrated this task to
another adult. Figure 5.2 shows a higher number of acoustic packages in ACI compared
to AAI. Furthermore, a higher number of motion segments per acoustic packages in
AAI compared to ACI can be observed. Both hypotheses seem to be supported by
this example. However, to verify these hypotheses they must be evaluated on a larger
sample. This process is described in the following. Portions of this section were previously
published by the author (Schillingmann et al., 2009b).
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Figure 5.3.: Adult-Child / Adult-Adult interaction setting. The interaction partners are
seated at a table facing each other. In this evaluation, recordings from the
camera observing the tutor are used.

5.2.1. Corpus Overview
For this evaluation a subset of a corpus, containing video and audio data on adult- and
infant-directed interactions in a tutoring situation, is used (Rohlfing et al., 2006). From
this corpus, 11 participants interacting with their 8 to 11 month-old children were selected.
The participants were asked to demonstrate functions of 10 different objects to their
children as well as to another adult (partner or experimenter). The evaluation reported
below focuses on one task, namely the stacking cups task. The setting is depicted in
Figure 5.3. The following description refers to the data from the camera that recorded all
actions of the adult tutor in the cup stacking task. A view from the camera’s perspective
is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

5.2.2. Procedure
The acoustic packaging system was exposed to the multimodal data described in the
previous section. The audio data was normalized beforehand due to highly variable gain
and noise levels. After processing each interaction the Active Memory is queried for
acoustic packages, the statistics described in the next section are calculated, and the
system is reset to process the next interaction. Statistical tests were calculated using the
R software package (R Development Core Team, 2011).
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Pair

Adult-Adult-Interaction
AP
M
M/AP

Adult-Child-Interaction
AP
M
M/AP

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

3
3
3
3
10
1
2
2
2
3
5

M
SD

3.36
2.42

7
8
13
9
24
4
7
7
6
16
10

2.33
2.67
4.33
3.00
2.40
4.00
3.50
3.50
3.00
5.33
2.00

17
7
17
3
34
3
8
13
6
7
8

33
14
30
5
60
7
10
29
13
14
14

1.94
2.00
1.76
1.67
1.76
2.33
1.25
2.23
2.17
2.00
1.75

10.09
5.70

3.28
0.99

11.18
8.99

20.82
16.10

1.90
0.30

Table 5.1.: Counts of acoustic packages (AP) and motion peaks (M) on participants in
adult-adult interaction compared to the same adults interacting with children.

5.2.3. Evaluation Results
The first hypothesis predicts a higher number of acoustic packages in ACI compared
to AAI. For this purpose 11 videos with adults demonstrating the stacking of cups to
children were compared with 11 videos of the same adults demonstrating the same task to
an adult (see Table 5.1). A Wilcoxon signed rank test revealed a significant difference in
the amount of acoustic packages between these groups: W = 0, Z = −2.900, p = 0.002.
This result strongly suggests that more acoustic packages can be found in an interaction
with a child.
The second hypothesis expects a larger amount of motion segments per package in AAI
compared to the ACI. This hypothesis was tested by applying a Wilcoxon signed rank
test on the ratio of motion peaks to acoustic packages in both conditions. A significant
difference was found: W = 66, Z = 2.934, p = 0.001. This result strongly suggests that
more motion segments are packaged together in an interaction with an adult. Table 5.1
shows the motion peak counts per participant.
What is also noticeable, is that in adult-adult interaction, the variance of motion peaks
per acoustic package is higher than in adult-child interaction. This is due to the fact
the participants displayed highly individual communication styles: For example, some
participants tended to be quite verbose in adult-adult interaction while demonstrating
the action, which resulted in a large number of motion peaks per acoustic package; other
participants behaved in the opposite way. Thus, although on average, more motion
peaks per utterance are packaged as compared to adult-child interaction, the difference
is smaller. It is important to note that in adult-child interaction, the variance is lower.
This suggests that adult-child interaction is not affected by the participant’s specific
communication style to the same extent as it is in an adult-adult interaction.
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5.2.4. Discussion
The results show that when comparing the same participants in two different conditions,
significantly more acoustic packages were found in parent-infant interactions than in adultadult interactions. In addition, the number of motion segments in the acoustic packages
was significantly higher in adult-adult interactions than in parent-infant interactions.
These results indicate that infant-directed interaction is more structured than adult-adult
interaction, and this is in line with previous findings (Brand et al., 2002; Brand and
Tapscott, 2007; Rohlfing et al., 2006; Zukow-Goldring, 2006).
Based on these results, one can assume that acoustic packaging provides a meaningful
bottom-up action segmentation in tutoring situations. The segmentation consists of
acoustic packages, which bind acoustic and visual events into a common unit. A sequence
of acoustic packages can therefore be seen as a low level action representation of tutoring
situations. This action representation contains information about the visual changes
in the scene and the corresponding acoustic description. Furthermore, their temporal
relationships are explicitly modeled.
As exemplified in Section 5.1, this evaluation argues for showing that acoustic packaging
is able to reflect the differences between adult-child and adult-adult tutoring behavior.
The main reason for this comparative method is that an assessment of segmentation
correctness is difficult since multiple sensible action segmentations are possible. Another
reason why it is neither desirable nor applicable to perform a detailed evaluation of
segmentation correctness is that acoustic packaging is a bottom-up process, which delivers
segmentation hypotheses based on relatively simple cues. Thus, it is possible that motion
observed by the system is packaged although it is not related to object manipulation
in the scene. A typical example is head movement such as nodding, which parents
exhibit during communication with the infant. Here, the movement leads to quite large
motion peaks, which are related to the communication with the child rather than to the
action demonstration. However, additional cues might help to filter acoustic packages
respectively. One idea is that such cues allow for discrimination of packages containing
communication cues from packages that are related to scene changes. In Chapter 6,
further cues are introduced, providing first steps in this direction.
The method proposed here has been applied to interactions containing tutoring situations,
in which the tutor performed manipulative actions. This specific situation thus limits
the extent to which the benefit of acoustic packaging can be generalized. The motion
that constitutes a manipulative action can be expected to provide a meaningful cue for
segmenting the visual signal, and in its current realization relies on this assumption:
Acoustic packaging segments motion by finding discontinuities in the visual signal as a
visual processing step. The discontinuities are detected by using motion history images
to measure the amount of motion over time. The use of motion history images makes
the approach “blind” to scenarios with no motion or to scenarios, in which motion
plays a secondary role. Thus, certain actions such as holding an item could still lead to
problems in this motion-based segmentation approach: The visual segment containing
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the important conceptual aspect would not be captured, since the item is not moving.
Scenarios, in which the motion cue is less important and other concepts play the primary
role could, for example, consist of a situation with static objects where joint attention (i.e.
a rather social information) between the tutor and the learner provides a better cue to
segment the interaction. In this case, acoustic packages would describe more than merely
manipulative actions by including social information. This course of development is
supported by the Emergentist Coalition Model (Hollich et al. (2000b), see Section 3.2.2),
which makes a statement about the cues that children take into account when learning
words: Initially, higher weights are given to perceptual cues. During further development,
social cues play an increasingly important role. In sum, the present choice of cues in the
acoustic packaging system is sensible concerning first developmental steps. To support
more complex social interaction during further development, the set of cues can be
extended. This will be done in Chapter 6, which also includes an analysis of the semantic
content and representational capabilities of acoustic packages.

5.3. Analysis of Adult-Adult and Adult-Child Interaction
In the previous section acoustic packaging was assessed based on statistical properties
of adult-adult and adult-child interaction data. Here, acoustic packaging will be used
to further compare adult-adult and adult-child interaction, by including additional age
groups from the corpus (Rohlfing et al., 2006). Furthermore, it will be analyzed if
statistical properties of acoustic packages change during development.

5.3.1. Corpus Overview
The scenario used for the evaluation is the same as described in Section 5.2.1. But
here the acoustic packaging system processed the data from all age groups. For the
analysis of adult-child interaction data 64 participants were processed in total. The 64
adult participants are divided into four groups according to the age of their child. The
children’s age ranges from 8 to 30 months. An overview of the individual groups can be
found in Table 5.3. For the analysis of adult-adult interaction, data of 66 participants was
processed. In contrast to the previous analysis no pairwise comparison of the adult-child
and adult-adult condition is performed which allows the inclusion of more participants
from the first group. The reason is that pairwise comparison only allows to include
participants that complete both conditions without problems, such as, for example, a
crying child.
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5.3.2. Procedure and Design
The acoustic packaging system was exposed to the data described above as described
in Section 5.2.2. The difference here is that manual annotation is used for acoustic
segmentation into utterances. The reason for this lies in the fact that children become
more verbal with increasing age. Since the acoustic data is not recorded with a closetalking microphone, voice-activity-based acoustic segmentation would also segment the
child’s voice which is not desired in this evaluation.
To provide an overview of the relation between the content of acoustic packages and the
interaction structure within tutoring situations several measurements were calculated.
The results are divided into two tables: In Table 5.2 statistics on adult-adult and adultchild interactions are presented. For each item a Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank sum test
has been calculated to assess if a significant difference can be assumed comparing the AAI
and the ACI condition. Additionally, on the adult-child data, the same measurements
have been calculated for the four separate age groups described previously (see Table 5.3).
Tables comparing AAI and ACI for individual age groups are provided in appendix A.
The measurements are structured into conceptual groups, which are described in the
following.
The first group of measurements concerns properties of acoustic packages themselves;
it consists of their total number per trial, their total length per trial as well as their
average lengths. Furthermore, statistics of motion peaks which have been associated
to acoustic packages are included (see Table 5.3, rows 2–7). The second group refers
to the individual modalities which are used to form acoustic packages (see Table 5.3,
rows 8–17). Here, measurements of motion peaks, utterances, and pauses are included.
The third group summarizes different ratios between acoustic packages and modality
specific segmentations (see Table 5.3, rows 18–23). The different groups are used in the
following to analyze differences between adult-adult and adult-child interaction as well
as finding developmental trends. For this purpose the children’s age and the relevant
measurements from each group were correlated, while assuming monotonically raising or
falling values with increasing age. Therefore, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient %
was calculated to verify this assumption.

5.3.3. Results on Individual Modalities
In the following, modality specific segmentation results on adult-child interaction (ACI)
and adult-adult interaction (AAI) will be presented. These segmentations are used by
the temporal association process to form acoustic packages (see Section 4.3.5). Acoustic
packaging results will be presented in the subsequent sections.
Both the number of utterances and motion peaks differ significantly between adult-child
interaction and adult-adult interaction. ACI contains a higher number of utterances
compared to AAI (see Table 5.2, row 11). Also the number of motion peaks is higher
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ACI
M (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of participants
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

64
10.33
30.33
2.90
15.44
18.23
1.19
21.67
24.36
1.13
11.97
9.72
0.87
0.93
10.97
14.78
1.42
1.54
3.68
3.67
1.26
1.60
1.07

(6.17)
(19.79)
(0.70)
(8.88)
(10.37)
(0.21)
(10.56)
(12.47)
(0.18)
(7.80)
(5.87)
(0.39)
(0.43)
(7.80)
(9.79)
(0.55)
(0.34)
(4.13)
(2.05)
(0.81)
(1.02)
(0.80)

AAI
M (SD)
66
4.11
14.85
3.70
8.62
8.40
0.99
11.67
10.71
0.93
4.47
6.08
1.48
1.55
3.47
3.29
1.01
2.25
2.36
2.92
0.83
1.53
0.91

(2.06)
(8.57)
(1.28)
(4.79)
(4.63)
(0.19)
(4.82)
(4.52)
(0.16)
(2.19)
(3.94)
(1.04)
(1.03)
(2.19)
(2.42)
(0.95)
(0.96)
(1.31)
(1.77)
(0.51)
(0.72)
(0.42)

ACI-AAI
Z
p
7.3
5.8
−4.1
5.5
6.6
5.4
6.5
7.6
5.8
7.6
4.2
−5.1
−5.0
7.6
8.4
5.0
−5.4
4.5
3.6
4.7
0.7
2.0

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.466
0.048

Table 5.2.: Results from the comparison of child-directed versus adult-directed interaction
(all age groups together). The right columns show the results of Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney rank sum tests between ACI and AAI.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Number of participants
Age of children [months]
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

Group 1
8–12 months
M (SD)

Group 2a
12–18 months
M (SD)

Group 2b
18–24 months
M (SD)

Group 3
25–30 months
M (SD)

24
10.06
13.25
39.30
2.88
18.25
22.48
1.27
26.79
31.21
1.20
15.38
10.52
0.72
0.75
14.38
21.65
1.68
1.37
3.63
4.08
1.34
1.55
0.97

12
16.52
6.58
17.55
2.58
10.58
11.05
1.04
15.75
15.73
0.99
7.42
6.28
0.88
0.91
6.42
7.17
1.27
1.65
5.78
3.14
1.35
2.30
1.65

10
20.44
11.70
31.50
2.68
18.30
21.26
1.19
24.10
27.33
1.15
13.60
12.56
0.92
1.02
12.60
15.56
1.26
1.56
2.51
2.76
0.96
1.34
1.04

18
26.15
8.17
26.24
3.28
13.33
15.68
1.17
17.44
19.34
1.11
9.56
9.36
1.02
1.13
8.56
10.28
1.24
1.67
2.99
3.99
1.26
1.35
0.84

(1.08)
(7.33)
(25.57)
(0.55)
(10.94)
(12.22)
(0.25)
(12.59)
(14.12)
(0.23)
(9.84)
(6.33)
(0.23)
(0.23)
(9.84)
(10.84)
(0.68)
(0.20)
(1.46)
(1.63)
(0.44)
(0.45)
(0.31)

(1.43)
(4.91)
(13.09)
(0.75)
(6.92)
(7.54)
(0.16)
(5.40)
(6.05)
(0.11)
(6.01)
(4.92)
(0.44)
(0.44)
(6.01)
(5.25)
(0.46)
(0.45)
(8.80)
(1.00)
(0.96)
(2.17)
(1.68)

(1.75)
(5.79)
(15.45)
(0.46)
(9.06)
(10.21)
(0.16)
(11.70)
(13.67)
(0.16)
(6.40)
(6.51)
(0.20)
(0.24)
(6.40)
(8.21)
(0.36)
(0.21)
(0.48)
(0.85)
(0.24)
(0.17)
(0.31)

(1.63)
(2.66)
(9.06)
(0.82)
(4.33)
(5.49)
(0.14)
(4.85)
(5.78)
(0.10)
(3.29)
(4.58)
(0.54)
(0.60)
(3.29)
(3.62)
(0.32)
(0.38)
(2.36)
(3.15)
(1.22)
(0.27)
(0.20)

Table 5.3.: Acoustic packaging statistics on adult-child interaction by age groups.
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in ACI than in AAI (see Table 5.2, row 8). For the number of utterances in ACI there
is no significant trend concerning the infants’ age (see Table 5.3, row 12; % = −0.17,
df = 62, p = 0.174). The number of motion peaks shows a significant trend over age (see
Table 5.3, row 9; % = −0.28, df = 62, p = 0.025). The number of motion peaks tends to
fall over age, which is consistent with their lower number in AAI than in ACI. Note, that
this result refers to the total number of motion peaks within an action demonstration.
Regarding the average length of utterances, a significant difference between ACI and
AAI can be observed (see Table 5.2, row 13). In ACI utterances are shorter compared
to AAI. Furthermore, a trend over the infants’ age was found (see Table 5.3 row 14;
% = 0.31, df = 62, p = 0.014). Utterances become longer with increasing age which is
consistent with the previous result. Furthermore, pauses exhibit a significant difference
in their average length (see Table 5.2, row 17). Pauses are longer in ACI compared to
AAI suggesting they become shorter during development. The correlation of the average
pause length with the infants’ age is also significant and confirms this hypothesis (see
Table 5.3 row 18; % = −0.30, df = 62, p = 0.015). In the visual modality the average
length of motion peaks is significantly different between ACI and AAI (see Table 5.2,
row 10). However, there is no significant trend over age (see Table 5.3, row 11; % = −0.11,
df = 62, p = 0.392).
In summary, individual modalities exhibit strong structural differences between ACI
and AAI both in the number of events segmented and the length of these events. A
developmental trend can be shown both for the number of utterances and motion peaks.
Concerning the length of visual and acoustic events a developmental trend is only visible
for the length of utterances, but not for the length of motion peaks.

5.3.4. Results on the Number of Acoustic Packages per Interaction
The hypothesis evaluated here is that more acoustic packages per participant are segmented in child-directed interaction compared to adult-directed interaction. The aim of
this analysis is to explore the fine-tuning in the parental use of acoustic packaging as a
teaching strategy. For this, the previous analyses (see Section 5.2) are extended to all
ages of the adult-child and adult-adult interaction corpus (see Table 5.3 for the results).
Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank sum tests on the number of acoustic packages between
AAI and ACI for each group have shown that with the exception of group 2a (12 to 17
month-olds), more acoustic packaging can be found in a child-directed interaction than
in an interaction with another adult.
Furthermore, a Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared test (H = 13.81, p = 0.003) was conducted
suggesting that significant differences in the number of acoustic packages can be found
between age groups. Since differences between groups seem to be significant, a monotonic
relationship between age and the number of acoustic packages was assumed. However,
according to spearman’s test a negative correlation of children’s age with respect to the
total number of acoustic packages can not be shown with a high level of significance
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Figure 5.4.: Plot of the average number of acoustic packages per participant for each age
group. Error bars display the standard error.

(% = −0.22, df = 62, p = 0.084). This weakly suggests that less acoustic packaging in the
interaction can be found with growing age of children. A reason for this result could be
the results of group 2a which deviate from this trend (see Figure 5.4).
Why do the results in group 2a deviate from the results in other groups? An explanation
for this is motivated by observations on the videos in group 2a. Group 2a involves
children that are 12 to 17 month-old and at this age, most of the children learn to walk.
It could be that this locomotor task changes the interaction with the child as the child
moves around. In the literature, such changes in motor skills have already been described
as changing the social interaction (Bertenthal and Campos, 1990). Taking this into
consideration, the results can be interpreted as follows: Acoustic packaging is present in
interactions with younger and older children. It seems to be a teaching strategy that
persists even though children’s linguistic and cognitive capabilities increase.

5.3.5. Results on the Amount of Motion Peaks per Acoustic Package
The first hypothesis evaluated in the following assumes that the amount of motion peaks
per acoustic package will be greater in adult-directed interaction than in child-directed
interaction. It addresses the fact that acoustic packages are formed with less content (less
motion peaks) when addressing children. In contrast to the previous previous analyses
in Section 5.2, which considers one age group, here all age groups will be considered.
The results for all age groups of the adult-adult and adult-child interaction corpus are
provided in Table 5.2. For all age groups together, adults perform more motion peaks
per acoustic package when interacting with a child than in an interaction with another
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Figure 5.5.: Plot of the average number of motion peaks per acoustic package for each
age group. Error bars display the standard error.

adult, which supports the initial hypothesis. These differences between ACI and AAI are
significant according to a one-tailed Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank sum test, except for
group 2a. This result is consistent with the results reported in the previous section.
The last results raise the question if there is a developmental course regarding the number
of motion peaks per acoustic package. Therefore, the second hypotheses assumes there is
an increase of number of motion peaks per acoustic package with respect to children’s
age. According to a Kruskal Wallis test, the number of motion peaks per acoustic
package differs significantly between age groups (H = 8.96, p = 0.03). Furthermore, the
hypothesis of a monotonic relationship between age and the number of motion peaks per
acoustic packages could be confirmed: A significant correlation between the number of
motion peaks per acoustic package and the age of children was found (% = 0.29, df = 62,
p = 0.019). In sum, acoustic packaging seems to be a teaching strategy that is used
towards children of different age groups as more acoustic packages with a lesser content
are formulated to children than to adults. Furthermore, it seems that the strategy is
adaptive and converges towards adult-adult interaction patterns as infants become older.

5.3.6. Discussion
Multimodal recordings of adult-adult and adult-child interaction with infants from
four different age groups ranging from 9 to 30 months were processed by the acoustic
packaging system. In the previous sections the resulting data was analyzed concerning
differences between adult-child (ACI) and adult-adult interaction (AAI) as well as possible
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developmental trends. Specifically, statistics on individual modalities that contribute
to acoustic packaging, statistics on the number of acoustic packages segmented, and
statistics on the number of motion peaks per acoustic package were reported.
The analysis of the acoustic modality revealed that in AAI less utterances can be
found compared to ACI, which is in line with previous findings (Fischer et al., 2011).
Additionally, their length is smaller in ACI than in AAI. Concerning the visual modality
the number of motion peaks is larger in ACI compared to AAI including their length. A
developmental trend was shown for the average length of utterances that increase with
age and the total number of motion peaks, which decrease with age. Results focusing
on acoustic packages exhibit a significant difference in number between the ACI and
AAI condition. Namely, more acoustic packages were found in ACI compared to AAI.
However, no significant developmental trend could be shown but there is a tendency
towards a decreasing number of acoustic packages with increasing age of the children.
Another structural property of acoustic packages is represented by the number of motion
peaks per acoustic package. Here, less motion peaks per acoustic package were found in
ACI compared to AAI. Furthermore, with rising age the number of motion peaks per
acoustic package increases.
The results show that acoustic packaging is able to statistically reflect structural differences
between adult-child and adult-adult interaction. Furthermore, it was shown that changes
in the interaction within the course of development are manifested in properties of acoustic
packages. The analysis of individual modalities revealed that both utterances and motion
peaks contribute to these differences. This is in line with findings showing that childdirected communication manifests itself visually and acoustically (Brand et al., 2002).
The resulting packages thus provide an integrated measure that is able to distinguish ACI
from AAI in different age groups. Furthermore, these measures can directly be derived
from the information that is already present in each acoustic package which allows for an
initial rating of its level of structuring. Therefore, a robotic system that uses acoustic
packaging as an initial segmentation process for analyzing human action demonstrations
may exploit this information to focus on information which is appropriate for the system’s
state of development. This idea is further supported by findings suggesting that both the
acoustic and visual modifications in child directed action demonstrations are beneficial
for learning actions and language (Brand and Shallcross, 2008; Ma et al., 2011).
One question that might arise is how selective acoustic packaging is compared to the
segmentation of individual modalities. Acoustic packaging is a bottom up process, thus
its aim does not lie in strong filtering of the multimodal input, but in its segmentation.
Still, comparing the number of modality specific segments with the segments that were
associated to acoustic packages reveals small differences. For motion peaks it makes
sense that the number associated to acoustic packages is lower than for all motion peaks,
since not all motion peaks overlap with acoustic segments, and thus, do not form an
acoustic package (see Table 5.2, rows 5 and 8). The acoustic segmentation also exhibits
this difference (see Table 5.2, rows 2 and 11). Here, the reason is that each valid acoustic
package contains one utterance. Thus, the number of acoustic packages is slightly lower
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than the number of utterances, since in case multiple short utterances overlap with the
same motion peak, only the one with the longest overlap forms an acoustic package.
This is more likely the case if there is a higher density of multiple short utterances.
Thus, utterances associated to acoustic packages tend to be slightly longer in average
than all utterances (see Table 5.2, rows 13 and 14). Due to its low impact on the
results this behavior is currently neglected but might require modification in a system
with further developed capabilities. At this point acoustic packaging does not provide
further means to filter specific information from multimodal action demonstrations as,
for example, differentiating gestures from motions that manipulate objects. This issue
will be addressed in the Chapter 6.
Another question concerns the impact of interaction length on the present results. In
ACI parents tend to repeat their demonstrations towards the child but not in AAI. On
the one hand, one can argue that interaction length and repetitions are part of ACI-AAI
differences. On the other hand, statistics on the structure of acoustic packages as the
number of motion peaks per acoustic package are not affected by the interaction length
(see Section 5.3.5). Accordingly, the evaluation in the following section describes results
on task demonstrations limited to one presentation.
Until this point only human interaction has been analyzed. Interaction between humans
and robots might exhibit different characteristics, which could reduce the usefulness of
acoustic packaging in these systems. This question will be addressed in the following
section.

5.4. Analysis of Human Robot Interaction
This section addresses the question how communication between humans and robots
in a tutoring situation is structured, and how it relates to adult-adult and adult-child
interaction. The results help to decide whether it is possible to use acoustic packaging
as an analysis tool for other types of interaction such as human-robot interaction. For
this purpose, adult-adult and adult-child interaction will be compared to adult-robot
interaction to examine how acoustic packages reflect the characteristics of this type of
interaction. For the adult-robot interaction, a simulated robot was used that reacted to
the environment using a saliency based attention model (Nagai et al., 2008). Portions of
this section were previously published by the author (Schillingmann et al., 2009a).

5.4.1. Corpus Overview
The data used in this evaluation consists of two corpora. One is a corpus containing video
and audio data with adult- and infant-directed interactions (Rohlfing et al., 2006). This
corpus has also been used for the analyses in the previous sections. From this corpus, 26
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Figure 5.6.: An adult demonstrates how to stack cups to a robot simulation. The robot
simulation is shown in the top left for illustration purposes.

Robot
(displayed)

Tutor
(adult)

Camera
(observing tutor)

Camera
(observing robot)

Figure 5.7.: Adult-robot interaction setting. The participant is facing the robot simulation, which is displayed on a screen. In this evaluation, recordings from the
camera observing the tutor are used.
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participants with 8 to 11 month-old children were selected. This corresponds to the first
age group in the previous analysis (see Section 5.3.1). An overview of the experimental
setting can be found in Section 5.2.1.
The second corpus (Vollmer et al., 2009) contains 31 German interactions between human
participants and a simulated robot using the same tasks as in the corpus with adultadult (AAI) and adult-child interactions (AAI). The view from the robots perspective
is illustrated in Figure 5.6. An overview of the experimental setting is displayed in
Figure 5.7. The robot is a simulation of a child-like face that is presented on a screen,
whose eyes are moving according to a saliency model (Nagai et al., 2008). Thus, the
eyes focus on salient points, like moving or colorful objects. Here, 25 participants who
performed the stacking cups task comparable to the participants in the corpus with ACI
and AAI were chosen.
For better comparison of the actions across participants and corpora, a single task
presentation was extracted from each video. The criterion for the extraction interval was
defined as two seconds before the first cup was lifted until two seconds after the last cup
has been stacked by the participant. This method was applied to both copora used in
this evaluation.

5.4.2. Procedure and Design
The acoustic packaging system was used to segment the data as in the previous evaluation
described in Section 5.3.2. One difference is that for single task demonstrations the
acoustic quality was acceptable and thus speech was segmented automatically according
to the initial system design (see Section 4.3.3). The same measurements as in the
previous evaluation were calculated on the acoustic packages (see Table 5.4). Thus,
each row contains measurements calculated on the three types of interaction available
from the corpora, namely adult-adult (AAI), adult-child (ACI) and adult-robot (ARI)
interaction. The results are averaged over the number of participants for each interaction
type. An asymptotic Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank sum test was performed to assess
which measurements show significant differences between the interaction types.
In the following, acoustic packaging results will be analyzed with focus on the differences
and similarities of AAI and ACI towards ARI. The results in Table 5.4 will be analyzed
according to the groups described in Section 5.3.2. First, results concerning the individual
modalities are presented. Second, acoustic packages and their structural properties will
be reviewed.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of participants
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

ARI
M (SD)

ACI
M (SD)

AAI
M (SD)

25
5.40(3.11)
12.98(6.08)
2.59(0.63)
9.80(4.37)
11.81(5.52)
1.21(0.24)
11.80(4.71)
13.66(5.39)
1.17(0.23)
6.04(3.46)
8.57(4.09)
1.53(0.49)
1.68(0.61)
5.04(3.46)
5.13(3.15)
1.22(0.92)
2.04(0.68)
2.08(1.30)
1.62(0.29)
0.65(0.22)
1.35(0.67)
1.29(0.64)

23
4.35(2.10)
10.22(4.66)
2.45(0.77)
8.22(3.70)
9.62(4.52)
1.17(0.27)
11.65(4.28)
13.03(4.59)
1.14(0.23)
4.65(2.29)
6.15(2.88)
1.43(0.68)
1.51(0.76)
3.65(2.29)
4.86(3.56)
1.31(0.76)
2.04(0.76)
3.70(6.55)
1.76(0.33)
0.79(0.33)
1.84(1.92)
1.92(2.75)

23
2.48(0.95)
7.07(2.04)
3.19(1.35)
7.00(2.20)
6.43(1.95)
0.95(0.18)
7.74(1.89)
6.94(1.67)
0.92(0.18)
2.65(0.98)
5.51(1.78)
2.38(1.29)
2.54(1.38)
1.65(0.98)
1.51(1.13)
0.87(0.58)
3.06(1.06)
1.39(0.37)
1.33(0.21)
0.48(0.21)
1.16(0.36)
1.05(0.19)

ACI-AAI
Z
p

ACI-ARI
Z
p

AAI-ARI
Z
p

3.4
2.4
−2.1
0.9
2.7
3.1
3.6
4.9
3.6
3.2
0.7
−3.4
−3.4
3.2
3.8
2.2
−3.6
3.9
4.3
3.3
2.5
3.1

−1.1
−1.7
−1.1
−1.3
−1.5
−0.6
−0.0
−0.2
−0.5
−1.4
−2.0
−1.3
−1.5
−1.4
−0.6
1.5
−0.1
1.7
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.0

−3.8
−3.8
1.4
−2.5
−3.9
−3.7
−3.7
−5.2
−4.1
−4.1
−3.0
2.8
2.5
−4.1
−4.7
−1.5
3.6
−3.3
−3.8
−2.4
−1.5
−2.7

0.00
0.02
0.03
0.38
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

0.29
0.09
0.27
0.19
0.15
0.57
0.97
0.85
0.63
0.17
0.04
0.18
0.15
0.17
0.52
0.14
0.93
0.10
0.08
0.13
0.21
0.30

0.00
0.00
0.15
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.13
0.01

Table 5.4.: Acoustic packaging statistics calculated on results of adult-robot (ARI), adultchild (ACI) and adult-adult (AAI) interaction (AP: Acoustic Package; MP:
Motion Peak; Z, p: Results of asymptotic Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank sum
tests).

5.4.3. Results on Individual Modalities
To simplify the comparison of the interaction types > and < will be used to indicate a
significant difference in the corresponding measurement while & and . will be used in
case there is a tendency but no significant test result. In the subsequent paragraph, row
numbers refer to the results in Table 5.4.
The analyses revealed a significant difference in the length of utterances (see row 12:
ARI > ACI > AAI). The number of utterances is significantly different between ARI and
AAI but not between ACI and ARI (see row 11: ARI & ACI > AAI). This suggests that
the verbosity tends to be higher in ARI than in ACI and is significantly higher than in
AAI while the structure tends to be similar. However, the average length of utterances
was found not to be significantly different between ACI and ARI although a tendency
can be assumed (see row 13: ARI & ACI). The average length of pauses was found not
to be significantly different between ACI and ARI but between AAI and ARI (see row 17:
ARI & ACI > AAI). However, a tendency was found that pauses are longer in ARI than
in ACI, which is in line with findings on foreigner-directed speech (Biersack et al., 2005).
In foreigner-directed speech participants tend to lengthen pauses. Concerning the visual
modality, the analysis of the number of motion peaks and their average length provided
similar results. Here, the number and length shows a significant difference between ARI
and AAI but no significant difference to ACI (see rows 8 and 9: ARI > AAI).
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Figure 5.8.: Combined histogram over the number of acoustic packages per presentation
for adult-adult (AAI), adult-child (ACI), and adult-robot (ARI) interaction.
The histogram was created using a bin width of one.

In sum, results on the segmentation suggest differences between ARI and AAI. Significant
differences between ARI and ACI are limited to the total utterance length per presentation.
Together the results suggest a similarity between ARI and ACI with a higher verbosity
in ARI.

5.4.4. Results on the Number and Total Length of Acoustic Packages
As described in Section 5.4.1 in this evaluation, one trial corresponds to one presentation
of the stacking cups task. Thus, a significant difference in the total number of acoustic
packages per presentation can be shown (see Table 5.4, row 2: ARI > AAI). However,
ARI and ACI do not show a significant difference in this regard, since their distributions
are similar (see Figure 5.8). Furthermore, the total length of acoustic packages exhibits
a significant difference between ACI, ARI, and AAI (see row 3: ARI > ACI > AAI).
The hypothesis ARI > ACI is not rejected by a one-tailed Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney rank
sum test (Z = −1.68, p = 0.046), which suggests that segments of tutoring in ARI are in
general longer than in ACI but consist of a similar structure. The latter is also reflected
in the average length of acoustic packages, which exhibit no significant difference (see
row 4). Therefore, a “unit” in the interactions seems to be temporally the same regardless
of the interaction type.
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Figure 5.9.: Combined histogram over the number of motion peaks per acoustic package
for adult-adult (AAI), adult-child (ACI), and adult-robot (ARI) interaction.
The histogram was created using a bin width of 0.5.

5.4.5. Results on the Amount of Motion Peaks per Acoustic Package
Looking at the average number of motion peaks per acoustic package (see Table 5.4,
row 18), the results show a significant difference between ACI-AAI and ARI-AAI
(ACI < AAI). However, there is no difference between ACI and ARI which is also
confirmed by the distribution of the number of motion peaks per acoustic package (see
Figure 5.9). The average number of motion peaks per acoustic package can be interpreted
as a measurement for the amount of structuring in the interaction: Few motion peaks per
packages indicate high structuring, since only a small part of the task is demonstrated
within a package. Less structuring is indicated by a higher number of motion peaks
per package. The result indicates more structuring for ACI and less structuring for
AAI, which is expected and confirms the previous evaluation in Section 5.3 for single
presentations. The results reveal that structuring in ARI is on the same level as in ACI.
The ratio in row 20 suggests that acoustic packages in ARI have a higher proportion of
speech compared to ACI due to the increased verbosity in ARI.

5.4.6. Discussion
The acoustic packaging system was used to segment and analyze statistical properties
of adult-adult, adult-child and adult-robot interaction in tutoring scenarios. Acoustic
packaging has been observed as a means of communication that is used towards infants
(Brand and Tapscott, 2007). The previous evaluations (see Section 5.2 and 5.3) showed
that the acoustic packaging model is able to reflect the structural differences between
tutoring in adult-adult and adult-child interactions. Additionally, adult-robot interaction
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was analyzed in comparison with adult-adult and adult-infant interaction. According to
the analysis of acoustic packages, the multimodal structure of events is similar between
ARI and ACI. In both types of interaction, less action is packaged within an utterance
compared to AAI. In ARI and ACI, participants seem to package a similar amount of
action. This might be an indication for similar units of tutoring in these situations. Yet,
an important difference between ARI and ACI is the higher verbosity in ARI including the
tendency to lengthen pauses. The differences between ACI and ARI regarding verbosity
and pauses are supported by findings on manual annotated motion features on the ARI
corpus, in which ARI exhibited longer pauses compared to ACI and AAI (Vollmer et al.,
2009). They were attributed to the limited feedback the robot simulation is able to
provide, causing participants to wait for the system’s response. Another reason might
lie in the unfamiliarity of the studies’ participants with the robot interaction partner,
causing similar effects as in foreigner directed speech (Biersack et al., 2005).
The data in this evaluation is automatically processed by the acoustic packaging system.
Therefore, it is likely that this approach has a higher error rate than manual annotation.
For example, the speech recognizer might not always correctly segment speech, which
contains parents’ whispering towards their children. Thus, it is important to emphasize
the goal to develop strategies that enable robots to react to and learn from tutoring
situations. One aspect is to detect the presence of tutoring behavior to select chunks of
multimodal input which facilitate learning.
In summary, participants exhibited a similar tutoring behavior to children as to robots.
However, differences between ARI and ACI suggest that a robot learning from multimodal
action demonstrations should provide appropriate feedback.

5.5. Conclusion
In this chapter, three evaluations have been described. The first evaluation provided
a pairwise comparison between adult-child (ACI) and adult-adult (AAI) interaction
showing that acoustic packaging is able to reflect differences between both interaction
types. The second evaluation aimed at identifying properties of acoustic packages that
change in the course of infant development. Furthermore, the results confirmed the
differences towards AAI for all age groups. This suggests properties, such as the number
of acoustic packages in interactions and the number of motion peaks per acoustic package,
as measurements for structure in tutoring interaction. The third evaluation focused on
the differences and similarities of adult-robot interaction (ARI) towards ACI and AAI.
The results show that ARI has very similar properties compared to ACI, but participants
tend to exhibit a higher verbosity, which is reflected in the length of acoustic packages.
In general, the results support acoustic packaging as a method for segmenting action
demonstrations in tutoring situations and assessing their structure to determine the
presence of tutoring behavior in interaction with humans as well as robots. Acoustic
packaging describes temporal properties of segments in a multimodal sensory stream.
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In the present version, global properties, such as speech activity and motion, are part
of this representation. However, more local properties such as emphasis in speech are
not included. Furthermore, spatial properties as, for example, object locations are not
represented, either. In the present form, acoustic packaging is able to find learning
units in human robot interaction, but it is not further specified how these units can be
used for learning actions or properties of the ongoing action. Extracting more detailed
information on the ongoing interaction is not only important for learning but also for
providing feedback, since it needs to convey parts of the robot’s understanding of the
interaction to the human tutor. Therefore, additional cues addressing these issues were
integrated into the acoustic packaging system. The corresponding modules are described
in the following chapter.
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6. Acoustic Packaging as a Basis for
Feedback on the iCub Robot

This chapter describes modules which extend the acoustic packaging system to run
acoustic packaging on the iCub robot (Metta et al., 2010). The focus is to acquire
additional detailed information about the ongoing interaction that allows a robot to
provide feedback to a human interaction partner. Thus, features beyond solely temporal
segmentation are required by the system to pick up contents of the multimodal action
presentations it perceives. These features will be provided by two additional modules
that were integrated to the acoustic packaging system. The first is a color saliency based
tracking module which allows tracking and feature extraction of moving colored regions
typical for child toys. The second is a prominence detection module which allows to
identify emphasized syllables in the tutor’s speech. Both cues are linked by acoustic
packages and therefore associate visual and acoustic information, which can be used to
respond to a human interaction partner. This was tested by integrating the acoustic
packaging system on the iCub robot. For example, if the human emphasizes a color
term while moving a cup with the corresponding color, the system is able to exploit this
information for feedback by replaying the emphasized syllable when the cup is moved
again. A plausibility test of this form of feedback was performed by analyzing synchrony
of object characteristics and stressed words in acoustic packages using a corpus (Rohlfing
et al., 2006) with adult-child interactions in a tutoring situation.

6.1. Color Saliency Based Tracking
In general, saliency models try to model visual attention by identifying outstanding
regions in the input image by calculating saliency maps (Itti and Koch, 2001). Saliency
maps are mainly discussed on static scenes where the sequence of focal points a saliency
model provides is evaluated in comparison to biological vision. The main differences
between saliency models depend on the features they use and how they are combined
to saliency maps. For example, the model described by Itti et al. (1998) uses several
feature maps such as color, intensity, and orientation to calculate a bottom-up saliency
map. Modifications of this approach include maps with additional temporal features
such as changes of motion and brightness to support the processing of video data instead
of static scenes (Nagai et al., 2008). However, the saliency maps resulting from these
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models tend to have a much lower resolution than the input image, and thus, they do not
define exact regions of interest. Furthermore, a saliency model applied to human robot
interaction in a tutoring scenario should support tracking regions over time, but the
models described above do not provide additional tracking functionality. One approach
to this problem is to tune the saliency map in an initialization step towards features
which should be tracked (Frintrop and Kessel, 2009). But then, the method depends
on manual initialization and might not be able to automatically recover from tracking
errors. Another solution is to identify salient regions, compare them, and track them
over time to acquire object trajectories (Zhang and Stentiford, 2008). However, the
distance measure used for tracking is task specific. Additionally, interactive systems
require the saliency module to be capable of real-time processing images since otherwise
it is impossible to provide feedback in time. Saliency algorithms which combine multiple
independent feature maps can still create high computational demands even on recent
systems. Therefore, the color saliency module used in this work is inspired by color
preference in infants and uses properties of a task demonstration to efficiently track color
salient regions.

6.1.1. Color Vision in Infants
The color saliency module in the acoustic packaging system will process video data
from tutoring situations where objects — typically colored toys — are presented to the
system. Thus, the saliency module will be tuned towards this situation. Findings on color
perception in infants indicate that children prefer chromatic colors as present in toys,
since saturation but not brightness controls infants looking preferences among chromatic
stimuli (Teller et al., 2004). Consistently, infants prefer brown and grey significantly
less than basic colors (Pitchford and Mullen, 2005). Infants’ looking behavior does not
seem to be static but is influenced by surrounding colors. Results by Pereverzeva and
Teller (2004) indicate that infants’ looking preferences are influenced by colors which
differ maximally in purity from surrounding colors. Both aspects will be integrated in
this module.

6.1.2. Design Rationale and Requirements
The design of the color saliency module will be tuned towards tutoring scenarios that
involve the presentation of colored toys toward an infant or a robot. The reason behind
choosing a saliency based approach is to avoid including a high amount of task specific
knowledge into the system. Using, for example, a pre-trained object tracker would make
the system inflexible towards new objects. Even if these constraints are accepted the
system could be hard to use in varying light conditions, since they might require retraining
the object tracker. Still, some assumptions on the scenario are included into the module.
Since the module should process data from action demonstrations, the saliency module
exploits this information and will be limited to parts of the visual input which changes
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over time. Thus, sensitivity to motion is a central aspect of the method developed here,
because it allows to optimize the amount of information processed from the visual input.
This is beneficial for designing a color saliency module that needs to be able to process
the input data online.
Rather than requiring any manual initialization, the tracking method should identify
relevant information by using motion cues provided by the tutor. Furthermore, it is
sensible to exploit color information in this type of tutoring scenario where colored toys are
present. As discussed in the previous section, the design of color based attention should
include sensitivity to chromatic colors and incorporate surrounding color information. All
processing steps require an efficient implementation that allows for online processing video
data in adequate resolutions as, for example, 640x480 pixels. One reason is that objects
can be relatively small in the camera image depending on the distance. Another problem
is the relatively high possible velocity of human hand motions in tutoring situations.
Simple tracking methods which depend on regions that overlap from one frame to the
next are not reliable in this case, since their spatial distance can be higher than their
dimension. In cases of fast movements, this occurs even for framerates between 20 and
30 Hz. This aspect needs to be respected in the tracker’s implementation.

6.1.3. The Color Saliency Based Tracking Module
The main task of the color saliency based tracking module is to provide features on
salient moving regions in the visual input of the system. The module provides trajectories
including color properties of the moving regions to the acoustic packaging system. The
approach is based on the assumptions that during action demonstrations the objects
are typically moved, and uniformly colored objects are used. For the implementation,
the same framework by Lömker et al. (2006) as described in Section 4.3.4 is used. The
module performs several processing steps starting with the input image and ending with
trajectory estimation which will be described in the following.

Detecting Changing Regions
First, temporal changes in the visual input are detected using an approach based on
motion history images (Davis and Bobick, 1997). Motion history images are reused,
since they are already calculated for measuring the amount of motion within the initial
acoustic packaging system (see Section 4.3.4). Here, the difference is that motion history
images will be used to locate and separate changes in the visual input instead of only
measuring the amount of change. An example of a motion history image is displayed in
Figure 6.1a.
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(a) Motion history image.

(b) Labeled motion history image (Each label is highlighted in a different color for
reasons of discernibility).

(c) Original image masked by the motion
history image.

(d) Projection of masked pixels into the
YUV color space.

(e) Original image with overlaid trajectory
and top ranked salient region.

Figure 6.1.: Snapshots of processing steps within the color saliency tracking module.
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Masking
Once changing regions are available, the corresponding parts of the input image need to be
selected. Therefore, the motion history image and the input image are combined leaving
only those pixels that match areas with non-decayed history. Since the history extents
over a certain time tmax , an input image delayed by tmax /2 is used (see Figure 6.1c). This
approach ensures that actual moving parts are in the center of the history image, which
allows for better segmentation of homogeneous areas in the input.
Labeling
The previous step selects changing parts in the input image but does not identify which
pixels belong to the same region or a region which is spatially not connected. Therefore,
a labeling algorithm is used to identify connected regions (Soille, 2002). Additionally, this
method allows for suppressing noise by rejecting regions that do not contain a sufficient
amount of pixels. An example with labels highlighted in different colors is displayed in
Figure 6.1b.
Projection into a UV Color Histogram
In this step, the result of the previous masking operation is projected into a UV color
histogram. The YUV color space was chosen since it roughly approximates human color
perception. The idea is to prepare for efficient color clustering. Using a histogram has
the advantage that the distance function of the clustering algorithm only needs to be
calculated once for each pair of histogram bins processed. Otherwise, every pair of pixels
needs to be considered separately. In addition to U and V, the region label provided
by the labeling step is used as a third key which separates colors by spatially different
regions. Furthermore, each histogram bin does not only contain the number of pixels
accumulated, but also their coordinates which allows for backprojection. In summary,
all changing regions are represented within a three dimensional histogram using the
region label as well as U and V as indices. Figure 6.1d shows a UV representation of the
histogram where darker areas represent a larger bin size.
Clustering
The histogram bins are now clustered using the k-means algorithm (MacQueen, 1967).
Clustering is performed separately for each region label. The Euclidean distance in the
UV space is used to compare color values. Figure 6.1d shows the UV space where cluster
means are displayed as white circles. The black square shows the centroid of all clusters,
which is required for the next processing step. After the histogram bins are clustered by
comparing their colors, a merging step is performed where similar clusters are combined
to a single cluster. In contrast to the previous clustering method, here not only color
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information but also each clusters mean position in the input image is exploited. The
mean position is determined based on the pixel coordinates associated to the histogram
bins (backprojection). In this step, the region label is not further maintained, since spatial
distance is part of the comparison. The idea behind this step is to merge neighboring
clusters with similar colors, but to avoid clustering colors from separately moving regions.
Ranking
The ranking algorithm has a key role in the color saliency module, since it decides about
each cluster’s level of saliency. For this purpose, all color clusters are sorted according to
their distance to the centroid of all clusters. The cluster with the largest distance to the
global centroid is the most salient cluster. Figure 6.1d displays the most salient cluster
as a green circle. In this processing step, two aspects concerning infant color vision are
realized (see Section 6.1.1). First, the position of the global centroid — and thus, the
ranking — depends on the surrounding colors, since it averages over the area that is
uncovered by the motion history image. Second, chromatic colors are preferred, since
clusters with high distance to the centroid are likely in the outer areas of the UV plane.
Heuristic Filtering
Several heuristic filtering steps are applied to the ranked clusters. The first filter removes
clusters which are below a saliency threshold, which means a cluster with no sufficient
distance to the centroid. Typically, this is the case when only a hand or parts of a body
are moving. Furthermore, each cluster’s density is checked, which is implemented as the
ratio of pixel count to the area they are distributed over. By rejecting clusters with low
density, noise is suppressed. Very large clusters are removed by checking the standard
deviation of the pixels belonging to that cluster. The most important step in this process
is removing clusters that correspond to uncovered background. Especially, background
that contains chromatic colors would lead to clusters which do not correspond to an
object. To overcome this problem, seeded region growing is used to test each cluster. The
idea is that if region growing would expand a cluster further than a threshold factor, it is
likely that this cluster belongs to uncovered background. However, this method is limited
to uniformly colored backgrounds. Depending on the lighting condition, highlighted areas
with skin color such as hands are detected as salient, especially if no object is moved.
Thus, a skin color detection algorithm implemented by Ingo Lütkebohle based on the
method by Peer et al. (2003) was adopted to reject these clusters.
Trajectory Accumulation
The surviving clusters from the previous filtering steps are tracked over time to build
a trajectory. The tracking algorithm first compares all new clusters to the existing
trajectory hypotheses. If, according to a distance function, no existing trajectory matches
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the cluster, a new trajectory is initialized. The distance function uses both the distance
in color space as well as the spatial distance, which allows to track clusters even if they
move quickly. If a newly initialized trajectory is shorter than a certain time frame or
converges to another trajectory during this time frame, the trajectory is rejected. A
trajectory is considered as complete if no new clusters are added within a certain time
frame. The trajectories are ranked according to their mean saliency level. The output of
the color saliency module is the most salient trajectory with a sufficient minimal length.
An exemplary tracking result is depicted in Figure 6.1e. The trajectory accumulation and
all previous steps work incrementally. For each frame the current trajectory hypotheses
are updated and the most salient trajectory is made available to the other modules in
the acoustic packaging system by inserting it into the Active Memory (see Section 4.3.2).

6.1.4. Evaluation
A small evaluation on the performance and the accuracy of the color saliency module was
carried out. Timings were measured on a system using an Intel Core Duo CPU (3 GHz).
On typical input video data with dimensions of 720x576 pixels the implementation
requires 3–5 ms processing time per frame. Including the timings for the motion history
images, which are required as a preprocessing step, results in 6–8 ms processing time.
Thus, the approach is well capable of online processing video data even for frame rates
greater than 30 Hz. To estimate the accuracy of the saliency module, a sample of 441
trajectories was generated by processing 15 videos showing a cup stacking task from a
corpus with adult-adult and adult-child interactions (Rohlfing et al., 2006). Subsequently,
the trajectories were overlaid with the underlying video data. The trajectories were
categorized by a human coder into correct and incorrect trajectories. Since the evaluation
focuses on false positives, all trajectories that did not origin from moving objects or did
not have the correct color were classified as incorrect. It was found that 93.87% of the
trajectories were classified as correct, although the light conditions in the evaluation
data vary. The most common cause for the low level of false positives are small colored
regions, as, for example, objects which were not subject to manipulation in that moment
but they were covered and then uncovered by a hand or arm. In sum, the results show
that the module is able to reliably track uniformly colored regions.

6.1.5. Summary
The color saliency module was developed and integrated into the acoustic packaging
system to efficiently track colored objects such as toys used in action demonstrations
towards infants and robots. The module provides positional information in form of
trajectories and color features to the acoustic packaging system. The implementation
does not require pretrained models and it does not need to be initialized before tracking.
The module can be configured with several parameters, which have been mentioned in
the previous sections. An overview of these parameters can be found in Table 6.1. One
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Parameter Name

Value

Motion history size
Labeling: minimal region size
k-means: starting points
k-means: iterations
k-means: minimal cluster size
Cluster merging: maximal cluster distance
Cluster merging: maximal color distance
Heuristic filtering: saliency threshold
Heuristic filtering: maximal cluster deviation
Heuristic filtering: minimal cluster density
Heuristic filtering: maximal region grow factor
Heuristic filtering: maximal region growing color distance
Trajectory accumulation: maximal cluster distance
Trajectory accumulation: maximal color distance
Trajectory accumulation: minimal trajectory length

10 frames (for 25 fps video input)
50 pixels
10
4
50 pixels
8 pixels
2.2% of the maximal distance value
1.6% of max color distance
50 pixels
1% of the current clusters variance
4 times the initial number of pixels
3.3% of the maximal distance value
99 pixels
6,6% of the maximal distance value
500 ms

Table 6.1.: Values of relevant parameters for the color saliency tracking module in a
typical configuration. For the skin color filter parameters see Peer et al.
(2003).
can argue that these parameters encode a certain level of previous knowledge. However,
this knowledge is very generic and, thus, does not need to be frequently adapted. An
important factor is that the module operates in a wide range of light conditions without
changing its parameters.

6.2. Prominence Detection
The role of the prominence detection module in the acoustic packaging system is to
identify highlighted parts in the tutor’s speech. This way, the system is able to perceive
words or expressions for an action or another term the tutor has focused on. For example,
if the tutor shows a cup and focuses on the cup’s color in the tutoring situation, s/he will
probably emphasize the color term. Portions of this section were previously published by
the author (Schillingmann et al., 2011).

6.2.1. Perceptual Prominence
Perceptual prominence of linguistic units is defined as the unit’s degree of standing out of
its environment (Tamburini and Wagner, 2007). This definition results in the following
aspects which need to be modeled. First, it is necessary to define which type of linguistic
unit the module should operate on. Syllables are typically used in prominence detection
methods (Tamburini and Wagner, 2007). They have the advantage that speech can be
segmented into syllables without using models that require a known lexicon. Second, an
environment has to be defined, which is analyzed to compare linguistic units. In this
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work, syllables will be ranked on a per utterance basis, which is a common approach
and integrates well with the speech segmentation the acoustic packaging system already
performs. Third, features to rate the level of prominence of each unit and a method
to rank the results are required. These features have to be chosen carefully according
to their robustness in noisy acoustic environments. Additionally, possible features vary
depending on the language. For German, a possible set of features consists of nucleus
duration, spectral emphasis, pitch (F0) movements, and the overall intensity (Tamburini
and Wagner, 2007).
However, for the scenario in this work, the set of features needs to be reduced. One
reason is the relatively noisy environment of a tutoring situation. Especially if the module
is used for analysis of adult-child interaction, the feature must be noise robust. This
environment makes pitch estimation and nucleus duration features less reliable. A nucleus
duration feature would additionally depend on the accuracy of the syllable segmentation.
Furthermore, findings on prosodic event detection show that the difference between
combining several features compared to single features is relatively small (Rosenberg
et al., 2012). Tamburini and Wagner (2007) achieved optimal results using high weighting
factors for spectral emphasis and nucleus duration features. Considering these results as
well as the finding that in adult-child interaction prosodic features are more exaggerated
(Brand et al., 2002), the prominence detection module will rely on spectral emphasis in
its implementation.

6.2.2. The Prominence Detection Module
According to the model described in the previous section, the prominence detection
module operates on utterance level. If a new utterance hypothesis is completed, the
prominence detection module retrieves the acoustic signal from active memory and
performs the subsequent steps. First, the speech stream is segmented into linguistic
units, which in the present case are syllables. The second step rates these linguistic units
according to the acoustic parameters which correlate to the perceived prominence. The
result is a syllable segmentation which includes a prominence rating for each syllable.
The utterance hypothesis is extended with this information and made available to other
modules by inserting the updated hypothesis into the active memory. The syllable
segmentation method and the implementation of prominence detection are described in
more detail in the following.
Syllable Segmentation
A modified version of the Mermelstein algorithm (Mermelstein, 1975) is used to segment
utterances into syllables. In a first step, the signal is filtered using an equal loudness
filter (Robinson, 2011). The filtered signal is further bandpass filtered using a 4th order
Butterworth bandpass filter with cut-off frequencies at 500 Hz and 4000 Hz. Then, the
signal is full wave rectified and low-pass filtered with a second order Butterworth filter at
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Syllable Boundary
Hypothesis

Signal
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Figure 6.2.: Visualization of the Mermelstein convex hull based syllable segmentation
algorithm. The convex hull is drawn at multiple iterations to visualize its
approximation of the energy envelope.
Parameter Name

Value

Difference threshold between hull and envelope
Minimal segment duration

1.39 dB
80 ms

Table 6.2.: Values of relevant parameters for the syllable segmentation method in a typical
configuration.

40 Hz to obtain an estimation of the signal’s envelope. The basic idea of the Mermelstein
algorithm is to detect minima in the signal’s energy envelope. The locations of these
minima are the desired syllable boundaries. The minima detection is described in the
following: The signal’s envelope is approximated using a convex hull. A syllable boundary
is identified at the maximum difference between the convex hull and the signal’s envelope
(see Figure 6.2). The algorithm is carried out recursively for the intervals left and right
to the syllable boundary. The recursion is terminated if the maximum distance drops
below a certain threshold or the interval between two boundaries falls below a minimal
length. Table 6.2 gives an overview of these parameters and common values. Values were
determined by a parameter optimization on a subset of the Verbmobil corpus (Kohler
et al., 1994). The general idea behind this approach is to prioritize the most significant
minima in the signal’s envelope.

Prominence Rating
As discussed in Section 6.2.1, spectral emphasis is used to rate the syllable segments.
The syllable segment with the highest spectral emphasis rating is considered the most
prominent syllable in the utterance. The spectral emphasis feature is calculated by
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Matches
68.65%

Deletions
31.35%

Insertions
31.35%

Table 6.3.: Evaluation results of our syllable detection method on utterances from the
Verbmobil corpus.
Matches
59.71%

Utterances
139

∗ Words

4.45

Table 6.4.: Evaluation results of prominence detection approaches on utterances from
adult-infant interactions. The results are 2.7 times better than chance.
(∗ Average number of words per utterance)
bandpass filtering the signal with a 4th order Butterworth filter in the band 500 Hz to
4000 Hz. Then, RMS energy is computed for each syllable segment and normalized per
utterance.

6.2.3. Evaluation
Both the syllable segmentation approach and the prominence rating method were evaluated. Syllable segmentation was evaluated on a subset of the Verbmobil corpus (Kohler
et al., 1994), since an accurate syllable segmentation is available. The subset consists of
2,000 randomly selected utterances containing 68,276 syllables in total. A syllable boundary is considered a match if a boundary hypothesis is within 50ms distance. Table 6.3
shows results with balanced insertion and deletion rates.
The prominence rating algorithm has been evaluated on a corpus with adult-infant
interactions (Rohlfing et al., 2006). For the evaluation, a subset where adults explain
children how to stack cups was used. The acoustic channel has been recorded from a
distant microphone and thus contains environmental noise e.g. from the cup stacking
task and in some cases from the child. Word boundaries were automatically determined
from a transcription by performing a forced alignment. A human annotator has marked
the most prominent word in each utterance. If the center of the syllable with the highest
prominence ranking lies within the word boundaries, a match is counted. Utterances
with very bad acoustic conditions where even the forced alignment failed were not taken
into account. 139 utterances have been used in the evaluation. The results are presented
in Table 6.4.

6.2.4. Summary
A prominence detection module was described including its integration in the acoustic packaging system, where it detects semantically relevant information linguistically
highlighted by a tutor. Evaluation results on speech data from adult-infant interactions
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Figure 6.3.: System overview with highlighted layers and their relation to the acoustic
packaging system.

show a 59.7% agreement with human raters. This means that through a fully automated
approach of syllable segmentation and prominence detection more than half of the stressed
words can be obtained. While this may seem a low recognition rate, it should be noted
that the results were achieved on highly realistic data which include much noise from toy
playing and children’s interruptions. Although the prominence module’s agreement with
a human rater is not perfect, the method works in the more difficult acoustic conditions
of tutoring scenarios. Furthermore, the method definitely works considerably better than
chance. By using more complex acoustic features, the results could possibly be improved.
For German, including nucleus duration would likely lead to an improvement as long as
it is estimated robustly.

6.3. Integration of Color Saliency and Prominence Detection
into the Acoustic Packaging System
In the previous section, a module for tracking color salient regions and a module for
detection prominent syllables in speech were described. Both modules communicate their
hypotheses to the active memory, and thus, other modules within the system already
have access to this information. However, some additions to the existing components are
necessary to visualize the data and utilize the new information in the acoustic packaging
system. In the following, these changes will be described first. Subsequently, the initial
integration with the iCub platform (Metta et al., 2010) will be reported. Furthermore,
findings on speech and object properties based on their local synchrony will be presented.
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Figure 6.4.: Cue visualization tool showing motion peaks (row 1), trajectory coordinates (row 2 shows x(t) and y(t)) acoustic signal energy (row 3), speech
segmentation (row 4), visual segmentation (row 5), and acoustic packages
(row 6).

Figure 6.5.: Inspection tool showing a list of acoustic packages with details on each
package’s temporal extent and its associated segmentation hypotheses.
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6.3.1. Additions to the Existing System Components
Including the new modules, the acoustic packaging system consists of five modules
connected to the Active Memory (see Figure 6.3). The cue visualization and the inspection
tool were extended to display trajectory data provided by the color saliency module. The
cue visualization tool shows the temporal development of the x and y coordinates of the
trajectory including the average color of each trajectory (see Figure 6.4). The inspection
tool was extended to display the x and y coordinates as an overlay over the frames that
mark the beginning and end of the current motion peak. This way, both the temporal
development of each trajectory as well as its spatial accuracy and the relation to motion
peaks can be analyzed. The segmentation of speech into syllables with their prominence
rating is also displayed by the cue visualization tool as nested segments for each speech
segment (see Figure 6.4). The inspection tool allows to replay prominent syllables for
each speech segment.
Besides the changes related to visualization and inspection, the temporal association
module was extended to additionally associate trajectories to acoustic packages. The
association method follows a similar concept as for motion and speech. Overlapping
trajectory and speech segments are associated to an acoustic package by the temporal
association module. This step directly allows for an additional interpretation of the interaction based on the content of acoustic packages. Acoustic packages with no associated
trajectory likely do not contain significant changes to the items in the interaction. These
packages are generated by communication, which does not involve moving items, as, for
example, showing an item or talking to the interaction partner. The cue visualization
tool highlights these packages in a different color (see Figure 6.4).

6.3.2. Acoustic Packaging as a Basis for Feedback on the iCub Robot
The acoustic packaging system was tested on the iCub robot (see Figure 6.6). For
this purpose a feedback module was implemented which uses information from acoustic
packages to provide feedback to the tutor (see Figure 6.3). Currently, the feedback
module focuses on extrapolating word-meaning pairs out of running interaction. This is
realized by a two step process: During an action demonstration with the caregivers’ verbal
comments, the feedback module clusters acoustic packages by their trajectory color. For
example, if the tutor — in the second step — shows a cup, but does not verbally comment
his action, the robot provides feedback by replaying the most prominent syllable from
one of the acoustic packages where the trajectory color matches the current one. This
way the system communicates which information it has identified as relevant from the
caregivers’ demonstration. Furthermore, the feedback module replays the trajectory using
the right arm of the iCub by mapping the trajectory coordinates into a two dimensional
plane in front of the robot. The mapping process acts as a bridge component between
the Active Memory and the cartesian controller (Pattacini et al., 2010) of the iCub. On
the one hand, the component monitors the Active Memory for trajectories which have
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Figure 6.6.: A human user demonstrates cup stacking to the iCub robot. The iCub
observes the scene through one of its eye cameras. Speech is recorded
using an external microphone (middle). Visualization tools of the acoustic
packaging systems are displayed on the screen in the background.
been selected for replay. On the other hand, the mapped coordinates are sequentially
communicated to the cartesian controller. Note, that this aspect of feedback is in an
experimental stage.
First tests of the feedback module on the iCub robot showed that the robots response
referred to semantically relevant parts of the utterance. However, to close the loop
between tutor and robot strategies for handling corrections or other types of feedback
regarding the quality of the acoustic packages have to be implemented. Such methods
would allow for developing the system to adapt to the tutor and keep only those packages
which maintain information also considered as relevant by the tutor.

6.3.3. Summary
The prominence detection module and the color saliency tracking module was added
to the acoustic packaging system. The temporal association module includes these
additional cues when forming acoustic packages. Furthermore, the system was tested
on the iCub robot where it provides initial feedback using the prominent syllables and
trajectory information that was linked to acoustic packages.
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6.4. Analysis of Local Synchrony within Acoustic Packages
The previous analyses of acoustic packaging were centered around more global properties
based on the synchrony between action and speech as, for example, the number of
motion peaks per acoustic package (see Chapter 5). The additional modules added to
the acoustic packaging system (see Section 6.1 and 6.2) allow to take the meaning of the
language uttered into consideration. Some parts of the speech are more prominent as they
emphasize the corresponding meaning, which can link to the visual action demonstrated.
This idea was used in the previous sections to develop a feedback module. Here, an
analysis of words the tutor highlights in speech as well as the link of these words to object
colors is carried out.

6.4.1. Procedure
This analysis focuses again on the cup nesting task from a corpus of adult-child interaction
(Rohlfing et al., 2006). It consists of four differently sized and colored cups which have
to be nested into each other (see Section 5.3.1). The acoustic packaging system was
exposed to the multimodal corpus. In this analysis, a segmentation into words based
on manual transcription of the tutors’ utterances was used by the acoustic packaging
system to segment speech. Manual transcription was necessary for the following analysis
of prominent words. The prominence detection module automatically adds a syllable
segmentation including the prominence rating to all speech segments processed by the
system. Acoustic packages were acquired by querying the Active Memory the same way
as in the previous experiments (see Section 5.2.2). The results now additionally contain
the prominence ranking and the trajectories both associated to acoustic packages.

6.4.2. Prominent Words in Acoustic Packages
For this analysis, the most prominent word in each acoustic package was identified by
matching the most prominent syllable with the word segmentation in that package. Based
on these results, a count of all stressed words over all age groups was performed. Table 6.5
shows the 21 most frequent stressed words in the infant-directed speech within the acoustic
packages from all parent infant interactions that were processed automatically.
As can be seen in Table 6.5, color terms (red, yellow, green) in different inflexions are
among the most frequent prominent words. Only attention getters (look etc.), structuring
devices (and, then), spatial markers (here, there, into) and the cup manipulated (“becher”)
are emphasized more frequently. Viewed from a level of categories color terms provide the
largest group. No systematic change of these frequencies could be found over the four age
groups in the corpus. However, this might be due to the small number of occurrences that
resulted from selecting such a specific subset. Although especially emphasized spatial
markers would be interesting to investigate in more detail, this analysis focuses on the
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Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Frequency
27
21
18
17
14
14
13
12
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
7
7
6
5
5

Word
und (and)
den (the, ACC)
mal (modal particle)
becher (cup)
so (like this)
der (the)
rote (red)
gelbe (yellow)
ja (modal particle)
guck (look)
grüne (green)
dann (then)
da (there)
rein (into)
grünen (green, ACC)
auch (too)
in (in)
hier (here)
zack (onomatopoeisis)
hm (hm)
gelben (yellow, ACC)

Table 6.5.: The 21 most frequent stressed words as detected by the prominence detection
module in infant-directed speech within Acoustic Packages. Translation of
the German words are given in parentheses (ACC: accusative form)

color terms, since they can be related to color information the saliency module extracts
from the visual modality. Therefore, do the color terms, that are often emphasized,
correspond to the color properties of objects manipulated during action execution? This
question will be analyzed in the following.

6.4.3. Relationship Color Adjectives with Motion Trajectories
The acoustic packaging system does not only provide information about the timing and
the xy-coordinates of object movements, but also about the color of the moving object.
Acoustic packages link this information with the tutor’s speech based on its temporal
overlap. Thus, the color of the trajectories can be linked with the stressed color term,
which is present in that package. This result is visualized in Figure 6.7. The x-axis
represents the relative position of the most stressed syllable within the corresponding
trajectory, while the y-axis represents the relative position within the utterance. Plotted
within this space are the stressed color terms and the color of the trajectory that has
been observed at the same time. Note, that the depicted colors are real RGB-values
acquired by the color saliency module.
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Figure 6.7.: Position of color terms within utterance and motion trajectory. The depicted
colors are the same RGB values as observed in the videos along the trajectories
of the moved objects. The shape of each item indicates the translation of
the corresponding color term (see legend).
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Age Group

Color Terms [%]

1
2a
2b
3

15.9
16.1
10.5
14.1

all

14.6

Table 6.6.: Percentage of color terms of stressed words for different age groups.

As can be seen, the stressed color words coincide frequently with the color of the object
being moved at that time. Hand-coding of the number of cases where the word coincides
with the corresponding trajectory color yields a result of 79% of all stressed color terms
matching exactly the object color. This is an exciting result as it suggests a strong
relationship between stressed word and actual color information, which makes it possible
to automatically learn the association between color clusters and the word. However,
this is only possible by focusing on the stressed color terms, thus filtering out stressed
non-color terms. This is analogous to applying a top-down bias towards color words.
Although color terms are by far the most frequent ones, they present only about 14.6%
of all stressed words.
In current models of word learning such as the Emergentist Coalition Model, it is assumed
that infants differentially weigh the input they receive from their caregivers depending on
their stage of development (see Section 3.2.2; Hollich et al., 2000a). On the other hand,
it has been pointed out that caregivers are very sensitive to the development of their
infant and provide specifically designed input towards them (Pitsch et al., 2009; Vollmer
et al., 2010). It could, thus, be possible that the caregivers provide such a top-down
bias towards color terms depending on the perceived level of development of their infant.
Therefore, the relation of the frequency of color terms provided by the parents to the
age of their children is analyzed. For this purpose, the relative amount of emphasized
color terms was calculated for each age group in the corpus of adult-child interactions
(see Section 5.3.1). Table 6.6 shows the resulting percentage of color terms of all stressed
words over all four age groups.
Again, no systematic pattern can be found by this analysis alone. The amount of
color words remains relatively stable around 15%. However, the cup nesting task is not
primarily about color learning, but rather about which cup goes into which. Thus, there
may be other cues provided by the tutor to educate the infant’s attention towards what
s/he thinks most relevant for the infant at that time.

6.4.4. Conclusion
In the last sections, prominent words within acoustic packages were analyzed and
compared to color properties of object trajectories, which coincide with these words
and are, thus, associated to these packages based on their temporal synchrony. The
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analysis based on a corpus of adult-child interactions in the context of a cup stacking
task revealed that color adjectives are frequently emphasized by the tutor. Subsequently,
the comparison with trajectory properties showed that acoustic packaging can be used to
acquire semantic knowledge such as color names from action demonstrations.
However, this analysis only provides evidence for few cues such as the synchrony of
emphasized syllables and object color. Caregivers provide more cues as, for example,
spatial markers or temporal segmentation markers. While some of these cues can be
related to objects or their relations, others must be related to the structure of the
ongoing action as, for example, the order of objects. These cues also need to be analyzed
but due to their lower number of occurrence they might require larger corpora. An
additional aspect is that corpora cannot reflect the interaction of a system with a human.
Realizing a scenario with interactions over a longer period of time requires new modules
which provide feedback about what the system has understood about the ongoing action
demonstration to maintain the interaction. This context raises the question about the
representational capabilities and limitations of acoustic packages which will be discussed
in the next chapter along with possible further development steps of acoustic packaging.

6.5. Summary
This chapter described two additional modules which were integrated in the acoustic
packaging system. The color saliency based tracking module tracks and extracts features
of moving colored regions typical for children’s toys. The prominence detection module
identifies emphasized syllables in human speech. Both cues are linked by acoustic packages
and therefore associate visual and acoustic information, which can be used to respond
to an interaction partner. This was evaluated by testing the acoustic packaging system
on the iCub robot. Using the additional cues delivered by the new modules, a feedback
module was implemented to provide feedback on the color of cups used in an action
demonstration towards the robot. By responding with syllables which were emphasized
during the demonstration, the system is able to communicate which associations it has
made from observing the action demonstration. The association between the color of
objects and emphasized syllables was analyzed in detail on the corpus with adult-child
interactions again (see Chapter 5). The results showed that this semantic knowledge is
represented in acoustic packages. The representational capabilities of acoustic packages
and future development steps of acoustic packaging will be discussed in the following
chapter.
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7. A Roadmap to Multimodal Action and
Language Learning in Interaction

At the current stage, acoustic packaging can be used for two purposes. On the one hand,
it can be used as a vehicle for feedback behavior in human-robot tutoring situations.
On the other hand, it can be used as an analysis tool for tutoring interactions. In this
thesis it is argued that acoustic packaging provides the first steps towards learning action
in interaction. In this section, the further development of acoustic packaging will be
envisioned. To achieve this goal a discussion of the representational capabilities of acoustic
packages will provide insights which future development topics need to be addressed.
Portions of this chapter were previously published by the author (Schillingmann et al.,
2009b).

7.1. Representation of Action Perception and Action
Production in Acoustic Packages
In general, acoustic packaging fuses separate events from vision and speech into macroevents, which provide an initial segmentation of action without previous training. This
is accomplished by looking at the temporal relationship of events in both signals and
combining temporally overlapping events into acoustic packages. Acoustic packages
already contain information about objects manipulated and related parts in the tutors
speech. An overview of these cues is depicted in Figure 7.1.
Speech segments and motion peaks provide basic cues for an initial segmentation of
multimodal action demonstrations (see Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4). Cues such as trajectories
based on color saliency and acoustic prominence allow the system to identify information
that goes beyond temporal segmentation. Trajectories contain information on the path of
the action (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2). Their beginning and endpoints provide information
on potential goals. The information about prominence delivers the parts of utterances that
are highlighted by the tutor. Thus, acoustic packages provide a link between linguistic
and visual cues. Collecting samples of speech that relate to certain visual cues can be
achieved by clustering acoustic packages. For example, speech samples that tend to
relate to color can be acquired by using trajectory color to cluster acoustic packages. The
speech samples can then be acquired by extracting prominent syllables from the acoustic
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Figure 7.1.: Overview of the sensory cues which are associated to an acoustic package

segmentation that each acoustic package provides. In a demonstration system on the iCub
robot, acoustic feedback was successfully provided within an interactive tutoring situation.
Due to the link between speech and visual cues, the transition from visual to linguistic
information can be made quickly. Furthermore, the different cues within an acoustic
package represent action on different levels of granularity. The motion segmentation is of
a fine granularity while acoustic packages represent action on a more coarse grained level.
This can be viewed as a first step towards a hierarchical representation of the observed
action.
Although acoustic packages represent actions in several aspects, yet not every aspect
of action can be modeled. This concerns higher level representations of action, which
require accumulating, filtering and linking acoustic packages over a longer period of time
to form them. First steps in this direction are made by persistently storing acoustic
packages within the Active Memory. However, development and changes in a high level
representation possibly affect the action segmentation process. For example, certain
known parts of actions could lead to an instantiation of new cues which then can be
packaged again. As a result, a more complex hierarchical action structure develops over
time. In this structuring process, further cues like rhythm and long term repetitions could
help to separate different types of action as, for example, separating path and manner
oriented actions (Wagner and Lakusta, 2009). A first basis for such processes is provided
by the timeline where all acoustic packages are aligned to. Further related to long term
analysis are aspects of language development. While, for example, prominence cues
provide immediate information on highlighted parts within speech, long term analysis is
required to identify linguistic structures such as words. Furthermore, the differentiation
between linguistic classes like nouns and verbs is important. Finding linguistic and visual
cues to distinguish and relate these units to actions is important to develop linguistic
capabilities that go beyond immediate feedback in response to tutoring interaction.
Another challenge is to build a representation based on acoustic packages that facilitates
prediction of action such as anticipating goals. A combination of both dynamical and
conceptual information possibly contributes to this ability. Additional social cues such
as eye gaze might support acquiring these capabilities.
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Figure 7.2.: Roadmap showing future improvements of acoustic packaging in one dimension and next steps towards action learning in the other dimension.

Regarding action production, the motion trajectory information in acoustic packages can
be used to imitate movements that have been previously segmented. This has been tested
with the iCub robot as possible feedback in the case that a tutor shows objects that
have been previously used in an action demonstration. However, currently, this imitation
is limited to a 2D plane and no adaption to goals is made: This demonstrates that
acoustic packages can be used for very basic imitation tasks. For a more generic approach,
the system must be able to create action primitives by transforming observations and
exploring his own body dynamics as well as the environment.

7.2. Roadmap Overview
The previous analysis shows that a system learning and representing action in tutoring
situations requires a complex set of capabilities, which exceeds the scope of this work.
Based on the current results, the further development of acoustic packaging can be
pushed forward along two dimensions (see Figure 7.2). One dimension spans across the
improvements of acoustic packaging as a method and acoustic packages as a representation
format. The other dimension extents when acoustic packaging is put into human-robot
interaction scenarios. Here, the general goal is that a robot will learn actions by interaction
for which the necessary step is the further development of feedback strategies (Wrede
et al., 2010; Asada et al., 2009) in the robot and the initiation of interaction loops (Pitsch
et al., 2009). The improving capabilities of the robot in interactive scenarios is linked to
further developmental steps concerning speech and vision processing but also acoustic
and visual feedback. In the following section, the items on the roadmap will be described
in detail.
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7.3. Handling More Cues
Concerning the further development of acoustic packaging, more cues might be helpful
to bootstrap action representations which are grounded both visually and acoustically.
First cues supporting segmentation were integrated into acoustic packaging to analyze
manipulation in the environment. However, in addition to research about what and
when to imitate (Breazeal and Scassellati, 2001, 2002; Carpenter and Call, 2007) it might
be important for the robot to distinguish between human motion on the one hand and
objects in the environment manipulated by humans on the other hand. Especially the
recognition of biological motion could help to further structure visual events. In infants,
the sensitivity towards biological motion has been recognized as a fundamental experience.
For example, predictive tracking as a basic cognitive capability emerges around three
months of age, but when tested with faces this capability can be observed significantly
earlier (Boyer and Bertenthal, 2008). The combination with another cue, which detects
the level of situational change, could also help to structure human action according to
the impact on the environment. The color saliency module already provides information
on the situational change to a certain extent. However, more cues might be required to
detect object relations. For example, consider somebody lifting a cup and highlighting it
in contrast to the action of lifting and stacking the cup into another one. In the former
situation, the situational change is a minimal one, since probably only the position of
the cup has changed. In the latter situation, the situational change is more significant,
since the scene’s appearance has changed: One cup disappeared in the other one.
As mentioned in the literature review, the Emergentist Coalition Model suggests to take
a different nature of cues into consideration (see Section 3.2.2; Hollich et al., 2000b). In
this model, cues of different sources (perceptual, social, and linguistic) interplay with
each other but depending on the child’s development they are weighted differently in their
perceptual system. More specifically, in the first stage of development, predominantly
perceptual cues are taken into consideration. Starting from the 10th month of age, children
are increasingly paying attention to social cues as well. Once modules responsible for
extracting these different cues are developed, they could be integrated in the acoustic
packaging system. A weighting mechanism could further be adapted to model different
developmental stages.
Furthermore, action production methods might require proprioceptive cues, such as joint
positions. These cues are already used in imitation learning scenarios which include
physical interaction with the robot (Calinon and Billard, 2007). In case of reaching and
grasping, action cues are needed that help interpreting the scene further by providing
information on possible constraints. Obstacles, for example, can thus be considered
by using models which integrate information of areas that should be avoided when the
system reaches or grasps (Gori et al., 2012).
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7.4. Filtering and Optimizing the Action Representation based
on Acoustic Packages
Acoustic packages contain segments from different cues which are associated based on
their temporal relationship. Concerning the features described in the previous subsection,
the action representation based on acoustic packages needs to be further developed.
This development should be motivated by memory processes, such as transforming a
short-term action representation to a format that is appropriate for long-term storage.
In this format, a higher conceptualization, stronger linkage to other concepts as well as
consolidation needs to be implemented.
Possibly, consolidation and conceptualization can be achieved in a similar way as outlined
for perceptual symbol systems (Barsalou, 1999). When new acoustic packages are
acquired, they are compared to other packages and related to one another. Over time, a
memory process can determine the invariant parts of actions and relate other parts as
specializations to them. This way, filtering could be realized: If newly perceived packages
are close to an abstract concept and cannot further contribute to it, they are not preserved
anymore during memory consolidation. The underlying comparison method might not
take place in its original representation, but certain cues could be transformed into a
different representation for this process. An example is using a motor representation of a
trajectory instead of comparing visual observations.

7.5. Recognizing Repetitions in the Action Representation
The ability to bootstrap action concepts requires clustering of similar parts in the action
stream the robot perceives. As a method, the recognition of repeated chunks can be used
allowing to cluster these. This method should take both, the visual and acoustic cues of
the action representation into account. The resulting clusters will form recognition and
synthesis units, on which speech recognition and synthesis can operate.
Methods for imitation learning could help in training units for visual action recognition
and synthesis. The modules implementing the training methods do not necessarily need
to run online during the interaction with the human. Instead, they could run offline as
part of a reorganization or consolidation process restructuring the data acquired during
the human-robot interaction in the background.
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7.6. Constructing Larger Structures Grounded in Language and
Vision
Based on the clusters formed, as described in the previous subsection, larger sequences
can be targeted. Clusters of grasping and lifting cups as well as stacking and releasing
them are not sufficient to model a complete task. What is lacking is a larger construction
encompassing the complete task and putting the several actions in a specific order.
Similar to larger constructions in action segmentation, according to usage based theories (Tomasello, 2001), speech production can be seen in constructions as well. Children
build up their linguistic inventory by experiencing the language use of other speakers.
At the beginning, children’s utterances are simple. According to Tomasello (2001), their
early utterances are concrete in their meaning as they are instantiations of item-based
schemas or constructions. At a later stage, children integrate constructions of different
abstraction levels from their linguistic inventory to form new utterances, that are chosen
as appropriate for a current usage event.
Along this idea, acoustic packaging needs to combine the larger constructions into tasks
that the robot can recall. Initially, these constructions can be used for a more complex
imitation behavior of the robot. They have to be augmented in order to link the goals that
this task implies with situations to which they can be applied. If the task is communicated
by using speech, like in instructing the robot verbally to do something, it is necessary
to apply linguistic models. It is not sufficient for such models to make use of already
trained acoustic descriptors. Instead, additional syntactic relationships between these
descriptors must be regarded.

7.7. Using Linguistic Relationships in Speech for Action
Segmentation
Once linguistic constructions have been learned and can be recognized in the speech
stream, these constructions may help in new demonstrations to segment actions. This
means that by using a bottom-up strategy for speech and action segmentation, as provided
by the acoustic packaging approach, top-down strategies can be built to segment action
based on previously learned speech segments. For example, consider the case that the
system has learned through repeated observation that the propositional phrase “in den
grünen” (“into the green one”) coincides with the end of an action. This information may
then help the system to expect an action end the next time it hears this construction,
even if the sensory data is noisy and there is no clearly visible end of the action. This
effect may even be enhanced by prosodic information such as intonation, for example,
through correlation of falling intonation patterns with action ends.
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7.8. Feedback Strategies
In a learning scenario, in which the robot interacts with the user and learns action,
acoustic packaging might serve as a cue, on which basis a feedback behavior can be
provided. The main challenge here is to investigate what form of feedback is effective
during action learning in human robot interaction. Effective refers to the impression that
the tutor has and, therefore, believes that the robot is actually learning about the ongoing
task. Initially social cues might be considered in realization of such feedback behavior.
For example, during tutoring, the robot could react by nodding, eye gaze or some facial
expressions. Even more elaborated verbal feedback such as repetition of words could
help the tutor to interpret the systems’ level of development. First steps in this direction
were realized by including the prominence module to detect emphasized syllables and
using them to provide feedback to the tutor (see Section 6.2). In an interaction with
a tutor, this feedback behavior signals either that the robot knows the action or that
the demonstrated action consists of new unknown movements. In accordance with this
idea, Pitsch et al. (2009) observed that gaze behavior serves as an indicator of a child’s
knowledge of an action: When a child knows an action he or she gazes at the target
(for example, the target cup in the stacking cups task) instead of looking on each single
demonstration movement.
In the case that the robot is further advanced in development and capable of performing
the demonstrated action, its manipulation actions can itself be seen as a form of feedback.
Any kind of imitation is viewed as visual information about the internal representation
of action to the tutor (Carpenter and Call, 2007). A related type of feedback is to reach
and grasp to initiate physical interaction with objects. This feedback signals that objects
taking part in an action can be identified by the system. Furthermore, it communicates
the start of a physical interaction to the tutor. Methods based on the passive motion
paradigm (Gori et al., 2012) could provide means to flexibly adapt primitives to obstacles
and objects which are moved by the tutor during interaction.

7.9. Initial Interaction Loop
Analyses of human learners have shown that during tutoring, feedback is consequential
for the characteristics of the presentation the tutor carries out (Pitsch et al., 2009). For
example, when children’s attention is distracted, parents produce salient movements
with the purpose of attracting children’s attention to the demonstrated objects and
actions. In contrast, when children’s attention follows the demonstration, less modified
movements can be observed (Pitsch et al., 2009). Thus, it seems that the modifications
in movements — called motionese (as summarized in Rohlfing et al., 2006) — are a
product of the interaction loop. The development of feedback forms can therefore only
be the first step. The tutor’s teaching behavior is likely guided by the learner’s needs
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monitored by feedback. This means that there is a constant loop between the tutor’s and
the learner’s activities, in the sense that the teaching strategies that the tutor chooses
are adjustments to the learner’s exhibited capabilities.

7.10. Conclusion
Action perception and production based on acoustic packages was analyzed including
possible future directions. Furthermore, a roadmap was presented which highlights
important capabilities a system for action and language learning in interaction should
possess. An important factor for action representations is the capability of keeping
connections between different modalities that survive further abstraction processes during
development. Acoustic packages are a first step in this direction as they provide an
initial action segmentation that links corresponding visual and acoustic events. This
link is not only necessary for a system to respond to requests or react to a specific setup
but also to share its current level of understanding by providing feedback. For some
of the topics addressed in this roadmap section, isolated methods are already available.
However, integrating them in one system, which is flexible enough to learn actions over
an extended period of time, is still a challenge.
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8. Conclusion

This thesis was inspired by the overarching idea that developmental action and language
learning in robotics can be realized by learning from interaction with humans. The driving
question was “How can we take advantage of speech and action synchrony?”. Specifically,
synchrony between action and language was assumed to be beneficial for finding relevant
parts and extracting first knowledge from action demonstrations. For this purpose a
computational model of acoustic packaging was developed which binds visual and acoustic
events to acoustic packages based on their temporal overlap. The central contribution
of this work comprises the conception, further development, and implementation of a
model that has been inspired by the general idea of acoustic packaging as outlined by
psychological research. The resulting model of acoustic packaging is able to segment
action demonstrations into multimodal units which are called acoustic packages. These
units facilitate measuring the level of structuring in action demonstrations. In addition to
action segmentation, the acoustic packaging system is able to flexibly integrate additional
sensory cues to acquire first knowledge about the content of action demonstrations.
Furthermore, the system was designed to process input online, which enables it to provide
feedback to users engaging in an interaction with a robot.
For the modeling process a broad area of related work was taken into account. Psychological research on event and action segmentation provided the insight that both
adults and children perceive events as variably sized units. Motion features provide
one important cue for finding these units. However, more information was required to
identify structure in actions that leads to meaningful units. Here, research on modality
integration in infant development provided central theories. It is suggested that stimuli
which are redundant across multiple modalities help children in finding meaningful units
in the stream of multimodal sensory input despite their limited previous knowledge.
In this context, acoustic packaging was introduced as a bottom-up cue for language
comprehension, since it associates temporally related visual and acoustic events. In
contrast to multimodal saliency models, acoustic packaging does not require events that
concur exactly; instead, temporally overlapping events are already considered as related.
For example, the comments of a human caretaker during an action demonstration are
combined with co-occurring visual events and thus reveal structure in the interaction.
This view was further extended by the Emergentist Coalition Model which suggests that
multiple cues including attentional cues contribute to language development. According
to the auditory dominance theory, speech seems to have a certain attentional priority
due to its transient nature.
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In the design of the acoustic packaging model previous insights and theories were
taken into consideration. In contrast to typical systems in robotics, acoustic packaging
requires modality specific segmentation methods which do not depend on extensive
previous knowledge. Related work on video and action segmentation systems suggests
appropriate cues which are consistent with theories from psychological research. A
frequent commonality is their aim to detect discontinuities in the visual input. Therefore,
the acoustic packaging system uses an approach based on motion history images to
segment the visual input into peaks with increased motion. With regard to acoustic
segmentation, utterances separated by pauses were identified as sensible units. A temporal
association module forms acoustic packages by associating both types of segments. Based
on the idea that speech guides the process of finding structure in events, which is also
supported by the auditory dominance theory, the model allows to associate multiple
motion peaks to one acoustic package. All modules in the acoustic packaging system are
designed for processing input online. This capability is important in robotic systems to
provide feedback to human interaction partners. Furthermore, the system architecture
follows a modular design using a central Active Memory for integrating modules and
storing events. This design was chosen to simplify the extension of the system and to
facilitate its evaluation by recalling stored events.
Acoustic packaging was evaluated on a corpus of adult-adult and adult-child interactions
within a cup stacking scenario. A difference between the structure of child-directed and
adult-directed interactions was expected. The evaluation revealed that major differences
were found in the number of acoustic packages and in the number of motion peaks
per acoustic package. Further analysis of this corpus within age groups ranging from
8–30 months showed that developmental trends are reflected in the statistical properties
of acoustic packages. For example, the number of motion peaks per acoustic package
increases with children’s age suggesting that caregivers adapt the level of complexity
of their tutoring based on the infant’s improving abilities. In addition to adult-child
interaction, a corpus from a similar scenario with a simulated robot was analyzed. The
results indicate that adult-robot interaction exhibits a similar structure compared to
adult-child interaction.
Additional cues can be easily integrated in the acoustic packaging system. Specifically,
integrating acoustic packaging on a robotic platform requires cues which allow for extracting semantic details from action demonstrations, that go beyond structural properties.
This semantic information can be used to provide feedback to the tutor. Therefore,
acoustic packaging was extended with a color saliency tracking module and a prominence
detection module which allow the system to detect moving colored regions and accumulate
their trajectories as well as detecting syllables emphasized by the tutor. Tests on the
iCub robot showed that semantic information on color terms can be extracted from
acoustic packages by connecting visual saliency information with syllables highlighted by
the tutor. These results were supported by further analysis of adult-child interactions,
which verified that a substantial amount of semantic information can be gathered by
exploiting this connection.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion

Although this work showed that acoustic packaging is able to temporally segment action
demonstrations, to assess action structure, and to derive first semantic knowledge, it is
only a first step towards developmental learning of actions from interaction. Therefore,
future steps in this direction were outlined in a roadmap. One key aspect is the initial
interaction loop which requires more complex feedback strategies of the robot. These
strategies are necessary to establish a continuous interaction between the tutor and
the learner allowing for robotic systems that continuously acquire action and language
knowledge. This knowledge includes the link between sensory cues grounded in multiple
modalities. In this view, acoustic packages provide the initial representation of action
structure in interaction.
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A. Additional Evaluation Results on
Adult-Adult and Adult-Child Interaction

In this appendix, additional statistics based on acoustic packaging of adult-adult and
adult-child interactions are presented.

ACI
M (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of subjects
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

24
13.25
39.30
2.88
18.25
22.48
1.27
26.79
31.21
1.20
15.38
10.52
0.72
0.75
14.38
21.65
1.68
1.37
3.63
4.08
1.34
1.55
0.97

(7.33)
(25.57)
(0.55)
(10.94)
(12.22)
(0.25)
(12.59)
(14.12)
(0.23)
(9.84)
(6.33)
(0.23)
(0.23)
(9.84)
(10.84)
(0.68)
(0.20)
(1.46)
(1.63)
(0.44)
(0.45)
(0.31)

AAI
M (SD)
23
4.13
15.45
3.73
8.48
8.25
1.01
11.48
10.48
0.94
4.61
6.10
1.38
1.46
3.61
3.08
1.04
2.12
2.30
2.73
0.74
1.65
0.97

(2.56)
(11.24)
(1.33)
(5.90)
(5.45)
(0.21)
(5.86)
(5.26)
(0.18)
(2.79)
(4.49)
(0.57)
(0.55)
(2.79)
(2.51)
(1.43)
(0.61)
(1.43)
(1.11)
(0.26)
(1.07)
(0.62)

ACI-AAI
Z
p
5.1
4.3
−2.5
3.9
4.8
3.7
4.4
5.2
3.8
5.1
3.1
−4.9
−5.1
5.1
5.7
4.1
−4.4
4.0
3.5
4.8
1.3
1.5

0.000
0.000
0.011
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.194
0.142

Table A.1.: Results from the comparison of child-directed versus adult-directed interaction
(group 1: 8–12 months). The right columns show the results of Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney rank sum tests between ACI and AAI.
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ACI
M (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of subjects
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

12
6.58
17.55
2.58
10.58
11.05
1.04
15.75
15.73
0.99
7.42
6.28
0.88
0.91
6.42
7.17
1.27
1.65
5.78
3.14
1.35
2.30
1.65

(4.91)
(13.09)
(0.75)
(6.92)
(7.54)
(0.16)
(5.40)
(6.05)
(0.11)
(6.01)
(4.92)
(0.44)
(0.44)
(6.01)
(5.25)
(0.46)
(0.45)
(8.80)
(1.00)
(0.96)
(2.17)
(1.68)

AAI
M (SD)
10
4.30
15.63
4.14
8.80
9.24
1.04
12.30
11.82
0.96
4.80
6.95
1.90
1.91
3.80
3.83
0.86
2.45
2.47
3.03
0.90
1.53
0.87

(1.89)
(6.55)
(2.19)
(4.05)
(4.95)
(0.16)
(4.24)
(4.91)
(0.16)
(1.75)
(4.19)
(2.15)
(2.15)
(1.75)
(3.55)
(0.72)
(1.77)
(1.61)
(2.19)
(0.73)
(0.59)
(0.16)

ACI-AAI
Z
p
1.0
0.0
−2.0
0.5
0.4
0.5
1.6
1.6
0.4
0.9
−0.6
−1.6
−1.5
0.9
1.7
1.5
−1.3
1.7
1.5
1.8
0.5
1.1

0.318
1.000
0.048
0.597
0.717
0.644
0.112
0.114
0.692
0.386
0.553
0.114
0.147
0.386
0.086
0.129
0.208
0.086
0.147
0.075
0.644
0.291

Table A.2.: Results from the comparison of child-directed versus adult-directed interaction
(group 2a: 12–18 months). The right columns show the results of Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney rank sum tests between ACI and AAI.
ACI
M (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of subjects
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

10
11.70
31.50
2.68
18.30
21.26
1.19
24.10
27.33
1.15
13.60
12.56
0.92
1.02
12.60
15.56
1.26
1.56
2.51
2.76
0.96
1.34
1.04

(5.79)
(15.45)
(0.46)
(9.06)
(10.21)
(0.16)
(11.70)
(13.67)
(0.16)
(6.40)
(6.51)
(0.20)
(0.24)
(6.40)
(8.21)
(0.36)
(0.21)
(0.48)
(0.85)
(0.24)
(0.17)
(0.31)

AAI
M (SD)
13
4.23
14.72
3.45
8.69
8.40
1.01
10.85
10.08
0.96
4.46
5.98
1.45
1.48
3.46
3.28
0.92
2.17
2.06
2.70
0.81
1.31
0.86

(1.64)
(8.25)
(1.09)
(4.61)
(3.83)
(0.22)
(4.58)
(3.71)
(0.19)
(1.81)
(3.91)
(0.82)
(0.80)
(1.81)
(1.90)
(0.53)
(0.81)
(0.55)
(1.08)
(0.30)
(0.19)
(0.30)

ACI-AAI
Z
p
3.5
2.7
−1.8
2.7
3.4
2.1
3.0
3.6
2.4
3.9
3.0
−1.7
−1.6
3.9
4.0
2.2
−1.8
2.0
0.0
1.0
0.6
1.3

0.000
0.008
0.072
0.007
0.001
0.035
0.003
0.000
0.018
0.000
0.002
0.094
0.107
0.000
0.000
0.026
0.077
0.041
1.000
0.321
0.555
0.193

Table A.3.: Results from the comparison of child-directed versus adult-directed interaction
(group 2b: 18–24 months). The right columns show the results of Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney rank sum tests between ACI and AAI.
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ACI
M (SD)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Number of subjects
Total number of APs
Total length of APs [s]
Average length of APs [s]
Total number of MPs (in APs)
Total length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Average length of MPs (in APs) [s]
Total number of MPs
Total length of MPs [s]
Average length of MPs [s]
Total number of utterances
Total length of utterances [s]
Average utterance length [s]
Average utterance length (in APs) [s]
Total number of pauses in speech
Total length of pauses in speech [s]
Average length of pauses in speech [s]
Average number of MPs per AP
Ratio of interaction length to speech length
Ratio of AP length to speech length (in APs)
Ratio of AP count to speech length (in APs) 1/[s]
Ratio of all MPs to MPs assigned to APs
Ratio of interaction length to AP length

18
8.17
26.24
3.28
13.33
15.68
1.17
17.44
19.34
1.11
9.56
9.36
1.02
1.13
8.56
10.28
1.24
1.67
2.99
3.99
1.26
1.35
0.84

(2.66)
(9.06)
(0.82)
(4.33)
(5.49)
(0.14)
(4.85)
(5.78)
(0.10)
(3.29)
(4.58)
(0.54)
(0.60)
(3.29)
(3.62)
(0.32)
(0.38)
(2.36)
(3.15)
(1.22)
(0.27)
(0.20)

AAI
M (SD)
20
3.90
13.84
3.62
8.65
8.17
0.93
12.10
10.84
0.90
4.15
5.67
1.42
1.50
3.15
3.26
1.11
2.35
2.57
3.24
0.92
1.53
0.89

(1.86)
(6.31)
(0.63)
(4.11)
(4.20)
(0.16)
(4.14)
(4.08)
(0.13)
(1.93)
(3.33)
(0.78)
(0.79)
(1.93)
(2.09)
(0.50)
(0.88)
(1.40)
(2.48)
(0.69)
(0.45)
(0.30)

ACI-AAI
Z
p
4.3
3.8
−1.2
2.9
3.7
3.9
3.2
3.9
4.2
4.5
2.6
−1.7
−1.6
4.5
4.6
1.3
−2.6
0.6
1.5
1.3
−1.3
−0.1

0.000
0.000
0.242
0.003
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.010
0.085
0.114
0.000
0.000
0.198
0.010
0.539
0.121
0.209
0.208
0.953

Table A.4.: Results from the comparison of child-directed versus adult-directed interaction
(group 3: 25–30 months). The right columns show the results of Wilcoxon
Mann-Whitney rank sum tests between ACI and AAI.
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